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Safety Notes
WARNINGS, CAUTIONS, and NOTES contained in this manual emphasize critical instructions as follows:

!

WARNING

!

CAUTION

An operating procedure which, if not strictly observed, may result in personal injury or
environmental contamination.

An operating procedure which, if not strictly observed, may result in damage to the equipment.


NOTE

Important information that should not be overlooked.

Read this manual before beginning the installation and operation of the 5800 Analyzer
system. Failure to do so, and or use of the equipment in a manner not specified in this
WARNING
manual or accompanying documents, may impair the protection against fire, electrical
shock and injury originally provided by this equipment. In addition, failure to follow the
installation and start-up instructions may void the instrument warranty.

!

Electrical Safety
Up to 265Vac may be present in the analyzer housings. Always shut down power source(s)
before performing maintenance or troubleshooting. Only a qualified electrician should
make electrical connections and ground checks.
Any maintenance to this analyzer that requires access to the interior of the main enclosure
or the rear panel AC mains and customer connection box must be performed by qualified
service personnel only.

Grounding
Instrument grounding is mandatory. Performance specifications and safety protection are
void if instrument is operated from an improperly grounded power source.

!

Verify ground continuity of all equipment before applying power.

WARNING
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Safety Notes

Sample Gas
Potential hazards of the sample gas should be taken into consideration before connecting
the sample to the analyzer. Personal protective equipment and proper ventilation should
WARNING be used if sample gas is toxic, flammable, or corrosive. Check the sample line and all connections for leaks before powering up analyzer.

!

General


NOTE


NOTE

Items marked with an asterisk (*) on the configuration data sheet supplied with the analyzer vary from system to system and are determined during the factory calibration of the
instrument. If system is reset to default values, these items must be entered manually in
order to duplicate the original configuration of the specific analyzer. failure to do so will
result in invalidation of analyzer verification.

All operation, calibration, and maintenance procedures contained in this manual must be
strictly adhered to. If output is questionable, the system should be checked immediately for
proper calibration and function.
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Warning Labels
These symbols may appear on the instrument in order to alert you of existing conditions.

PROTECTIVE CONDUCTOR TERMINAL
(BORNIER DE L’ECRAN DE PROTECTION)
Schutzerde
CAUTION - Risk of electric shock
(ATTENTION-RISQUE DE DÉCHARGE ÉLECTRIQUE)
Achtung - Hochspannung Lebensgefahr
CAUTION - Refer to accompanying documents
(ATTENTION-SE RÉFERER AUX DOCUMENTS JOINTS)
Achtung (Beachten Sie beiliegende Dokumente)
CAUTION - Hot Surface
(ATTENTION-SURFACE CHAUDE)
Achtung - Heiße Oberfläche

Environmental Information (WEEE)
This AMETEK product contains materials that can be reclaimed and recycled. In some cases the
product may contain materials known to be hazardous to the environment or human health.
In order to prevent the release of harmful substances into the environment and to conserve
our natural resources, AMETEK recommends that you arrange to recycle this product when it
reaches its “end of life.”
Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) should never be disposed of in a municipal waste system (residential trash). The Wheelie Bin marking on this product is a reminder to
dispose of the product properly after it has completed its useful life and been removed from
service. Metals, plastics and other components are recyclable and you can do your part by one of
the following these steps:
•

When the equipment is ready to be disposed of, take it to your local or regional waste collection administration for recycling.

•

In some cases, your “end-of-life” product may be traded in for credit towards the purchase of new AMETEK instruments. Contact your dealer to
see if this program is available in your area.

•

If you need further assistance in recycling your AMETEK product, contact
our office listed in the front of the instruction manual.
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SPECIAL WARNINGS AND INFORMATION FOR USE OF THIS
EQUIPMENT IN HAZARDOUS LOCATIONS
This equipment is suitable for use in Class I, Division 2, Groups ABCD, Zone 2 or Non-Hazardous Areas only.

Warning - Explosion Hazard - Substitution of components may impair suitability for
Class I, Division 2.

!

WARNING

!

AVERTISSEMENT - RISQUE D’EXPLOSION - LA SUBSTITUTION DE COMPOSANTS PEUT RENDRE CE MATERIAL INACCEPTABLE POUR LES EMPLACEMENTS DE CLASSE I, DIVISION 2.

WARNING

Warning - Explosion Hazard - Do not disconnect equipment unless power has been
switched off or the area is known to be non-hazardous.

!

WARNING

!

AVERTISSEMENT - RISQUE D’EXPLOSION - AVANT DE DECONNECTER
L’EQUIPEMENT, COUPER LE COURANT OU S’ASSURER QUE L’EMPLACMENT
EST DESIGNE NON DANGEREUX.

WARNING

Only wipe/clean equipment with a damp cloth or when in a non-hazardous area.

!

WARNING

(Essuyez / nettoyez l'équipement uniquement avec un chiffon humide ou dans une zone
non dangereuse)

The field wiring connections are screw connected and shall be tightened according to recommended values per UL 486a and UL 486b
•

The external screws are sealing screws from APM Hexseal with the specs below:
I.

screw material: stainless steel

II. o-ring material: silicone
III. temperature range: -62° c to +219° c
IV. toruqe rating:
V. 6-32 screws: 9.6 in-lb.
VI. 8-32 screws: 19.8 in-lb
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The external RS-485 communications circuits represent a non-incendive field wiring connection for Class I, Div 2 Areas. The maximum length of data cable to be used is 4000 feet (1220
meters).
Refer to Section 501.4(b) of the NFPA #70 “National Electrical Code” for proper wiring connection to the service and installation accessible field terminals inside enclosure on rear of
analyzer.
Service and installation accessible field terminals labeled “System Alarm”, “Range/Cal Alert”,
and “High/Cal Alert” are isolated relay contacts rated for 32 Vdc @ 1 amp maximum, noninductive.
The power cord used on the analyzer must be suitable for flexible hazardous location connection. The mains plug must be of the locking and grounding type.
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Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC)

!

CAUTION

Read and follow the recommendations in this section to avoid performance variations or
damage to the internal circuits of this equipment when installed in harsh electrical environments.

The various configurations of the 5800 Moisture Analyzer should not produce, or fall victim
to, electromagnetic disturbances as specified in the European Union’s EMC Directive. Strict
compliance to the EMC Directive requires that certain installation techniques and wiring
practices are used to prevent or minimize erratic behavior of the Analyzer or its electronic
neighbors. Below are examples of the techniques and wiring practices to be followed.
In meeting the EMC requirements , the various Analyzer configurations described in this
manual rely heavily on the use of metallic shielded cables used to connect to the customer ’s
equipment and power. Foil and braid shielded I/O and DC power cables are recommended
for use in otherwise unprotected situations. In addition, hard conduit, flexible conduit, and
armor around non-shielded wiring also provides excellent control of radio frequency disturbances. However, use of these shielding techniques is effective only when the shielding element is connected to the equipment chassis/earth ground at both ends of the cable run. This
may cause ground loop problems in some cases. These should be treated on a case-by-case
basis. Disconnecting one shield ground may not provide sufficient protection depending
on the electronic environment. Connecting one shield ground via a 0.1 microfarad ceramic
capacitor is a technique allowing high frequency shield bonding while avoiding the ACground metal connection. In the case of shielded cables the drain wire or braid connection
must be kept short. A two-inch connection distance between the shield’s end and the nearest grounded chassis point, ground bar or terminal is highly recommended. An even greater
degree of shield performance can be achieved by using metallic glands for shielded cable
entry into metal enclosures. Expose enough of the braid/foil/drain where it passes through
the gland so that the shield materials can be wrapped backwards onto the cable jacket and
captured inside the gland, and tightened up against the metal interior.
Inductive loads connected to the low voltage “Alarm Contacts” are not recommended. However, if this becomes a necessity, adhere to proper techniques and wiring practices. Install an
appropriate transient voltage suppression device (low voltage MOV, “Transzorb,” or R/C) as
close as possible to the inductive device to reduce the generation of transients. Do not run
this type of signal wiring along with other I/O or DC in the same shielded cable. Inductive
load wiring must be separated from other circuits in conduit by using an additional cable
shield on the offending cable.
In general, for optimum protection against high frequency transients and other disturbances,
do not allow installation of this Analyzer where its unshielded I/O and DC circuits are physically mixed with AC mains or any other circuit that could induce transients into the Analyzer
or the overall system. Examples of electrical events and devices known for the generation
of harmful electromagnetic disturbances include motors, capacitor bank switching, storm
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SPECIAL WARNINGS AND INFORMATION

EQUIPMENT USED IN CLASS I, DIVISION 2 and ZONE 2 HAZARDOUS / EXPLOSIVE LOCATIONS

!

WARNING

!

Explosion Hazard - Substitution of Components May Impair Suitability for Class I, Division 2 and Zone 2 atmospheres.
Risque d’explosion - La substitution de composants peut rendre ce materiel inacceptable
pour les emplacements de Classe I, Division 2 et Zone 2 le atmospheres.

Avertisse

!

WARNING

Explosion Hazard - Do Not Disconnect Equipment Unless Power Has Been Switched Off
or the Area is Known to be Non-Hazardous.

Risque d’explosion - Avant de déconnecter l’équipement, coupez le courant où vous asAvertisse surez que l’emplacement est designé non dangereux.

!

!

WARNING

!

Avertisse

Warning – RS-232 and RS-485 Connector covers must remain connected in
Hazardous areas.
Avertissement – Dans les zones dangereuses, les couvercles des connecteurs
RS-232 et RS-485 doivent rester raccordés.

All input and output wiring must be in accordance with Class I, Division 2 wiring methods
(NEC Sec 501.4(b) or CEC 18-152) (UL1604/CSA#213) and in accordance with the authority
having jurisdiction.

Dryer Warning
When removing and installing dryers, please follow all handling guidelines provided in
the MSDS (located in the back of the manual). When shipping the analyzer with the dryers
WARNING installed, consult the MSDS for appropriate shipping information and instructions.

!
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EU Declaration of Conformity
Manufacturer’s Name:

AMETEK Process & Analytical Instruments
Division (ISO 9001: 2008 Registered)

Manufacturer’s Address:

455 Corporate Blvd
Newark, DE 19702
United States of America
Phone: 302-456-4400
Fax: 302-456-4444
Web Address:
www.ametekpi.com

150 Freeport Road
Pittsburgh, PA 15238
United States of America
Phone: 412-828-9040
Fax: 412-826-0399
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www.ametekpi.com

Declare under our sole responsibility that the product
Product Name:
Model Number (s):

Moisture Analyzer
Models 5800, 5830, 5812 & 2850

Conforms to the following standards:
EMC Directive 2014/30/EU:

EN 55011: 2009 + A1:2010
EN 61326-1: 2006
EN 61000-4-2: 2009
EN 61000-4-3:2006
EN 61000-4-4:2004+A1:2010
EN 61000-4-5:2006
EN 61000-4-6: 2009
EN 61000-4-11: 2004

LV Directive 2014/35/EU:
EN 61010-1:2010

Industrial, Scientific and medical equipment – Class A, Group 1
Electrical Equipment for Measurement, Control, and Laboratory Use
EMC Requirements- Table 2
Electrostatic discharge immunity
Radiated Electromagnetic Field Immunity
Electrical Fast transients/Burst Immunity
Power Line Surge Immunity
Conducted RF Immunity
Power Line Voltage dips/Interrupts

Safety requirements for electrical equipment for measurement, control
and laboratory use – Part 1

EU Authorised Representative:

AMETEK GmbH
Rudolf-Diesel-Strasse 16
D-40670 Meerbusch Germany
Contact: Dr. Jurgen Gassen

Onasis E. Greene 6/30/2016
Onasis Greene
Compliance Engineer
AMETEK Process & Analytical Instrument Division
455 Corporate Blvd, Newark DE 19702

F-0094

Notice: Not Valid until signed and dated.

Rev 1
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WARRANTY AND CLAIMS
We warrant that any equipment of our own manufacture or manufactured for us pursuant to our specifications which shall not be, at the time of shipment thereof by or for us, free from defects in material
or workmanship under normal use and service will be repaired or replaced (at our option) by us free of
charge, provided that written notice of such defect is received by us within twelve (12) months from date
of shipment of portable analyzers and within eighteen (18) months from date of shipment, or twelve (12)
months from date of installation of permanent equipment, whichever period is shorter. All equipment
requiring repair or replacement under the warranty shall be returned to us at our factory, or at such other
location as we may designate, transportation prepaid. Such returned equipment shall be examined by us
and if it is found to be defective as a result of defective materials or workmanship, it shall be repaired or
replaced as aforesaid. Our obligation does not include the cost of furnishing any labor in connection with
the installation of such repaired or replaced equipment or parts thereof, nor does it include the responsibility or cost of transportation. In addition, instead of repairing or replacing the equipment returned to us
as aforesaid, we may, at our option, take back the defective equipment, and refund in full settlement the
purchase price thereof paid by Buyer.
Process photometric analyzers, process moisture analyzers, and sampling systems are warranted to
perform the intended measurement, only in the event that the customer has supplied, and AMETEK has
accepted, valid sample stream composition data, process conditions, and electrical area classification prior
to order acknowledgment. The photometric light sources are warranted for ninety (90) days from date of
shipment. Resale items warranty is limited to the transferable portion of the original equipment manufacturer’s warranty to AMETEK. If you are returning equipment from outside the United States, a statement
should appear on the documentation accompanying the equipment being returned declaring that the
goods being returned for repair are American goods, the name of the firm who purchased the goods, and
the shipment date.
The warranty shall not apply to any equipment (or part thereof) which has been tampered with or altered
after leaving our control or which has been replaced by anyone except us, or which has been subject to
misuse, neglect, abuse or improper use. Misuse or abuse of the equipment, or any part thereof, shall be
construed to include, but shall not be limited to, damage by negligence, accident, fire or force of the elements. Improper use or misapplications shall be construed to include improper or inadequate protection
against shock, vibration, high or low temperature, overpressure, excess voltage and the like, or operating
the equipment with or in a corrosive, explosive or combustible medium, unless the equipment is specifically designed for such service, or exposure to any other service or environment of greater severity than
that for which the equipment was designed.
The warranty does not apply to used or secondhand equipment nor extend to anyone other than the
original purchaser from us.
THIS WARRANTY IS GIVEN AND ACCEPTED IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, WHETHER
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION AND WARRANTIES OF FITNESS OR
OF MERCHANTABILITY OTHER THAN AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH HEREIN, AND OF ALL OTHER
OBLIGATIONS OR LIABILITIES ON OUR PART. IN NO EVENT SHALL WE BE LIABLE UNDER THIS
WARRANTY OR ANY OTHER PROVISION OF THIS AGREEMENT FOR ANY ANTICIPATED OR LOST
PROFITS, INCIDENTAL DAMAGES, CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, TIME CHANGES OR ANY OTHER
LOSSES INCURRED BY THE ORIGINAL PURCHASER OR ANY THIRD PARTY IN CONNECTION
WITH THE PURCHASE, INSTALLATION, REPAIR OR OPERATION OF EQUIPMENT, OR ANY PART
THEREOF COVERED BY THIS WARRANTY OR OTHERWISE. WE MAKE NO WARRANTY, EXPRESS
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION ANY WARRANTIES OF FITNESS OR OF MERCHANTABILITY, AS TO ANY OTHER MANUFACTURER’S EQUIPMENT, WHETHER SOLD SEPARATELY OR IN CONJUNCTION WITH EQUIPMENT OF OUR MANUFACTURE. WE DO NOT AUTHORIZE
ANY REPRESENTATIVE OR OTHER PERSON TO ASSUME FOR US ANY LIABILITY IN CONNECTION
WITH EQUIPMENT, OR ANY PART THEREOF, COVERED BY THIS WARRANTY.
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Figure 1: AMETEK Model 5800 Moisture Analyzer
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			Overview
Theory of Operation
The standard Model 5800 Moisture Analyzer (Figure 1-1) measures low
level concentrations (0.020 to 100 ppmv) of moisture in gases such as oxygen, hydrogen, helium, argon, and nitrogen. The Model 5812 measures
higher level concentrations (1.0 to 1000 ppmv) and is most commonly
used for natural gas analysis. The information presented in this manual
applies to both the standard Model 5800 and th Model 5812 except where
noted. Refer to Appendix E: Features of The Model 5812 Analyzer for a
summary of the differences between the two Analyzers.
Sample moisture data is normally output in the form of concentration in
parts per million or parts per billion volume (ppmv of ppbv). The software can also be configured to output in pounds H2O per million standard cubic feet (lbs/MMscf), dew point temperature (°C), or water vapor
pressure (psia) of the sample.
The analyzer compares the oscillation frequencies of two crystal oscillators: an oscillator with a constant frequency (nominal ƒ = 9.0 MHz) and
a measuring oscillator (nominal ƒ = 8.98 MHz). The difference between
the constant and measurement oscillation frequencies is known as the
cell frequency. The measuring oscillator contains a crystal which is coated
with a thin film of hygroscopic material and enclosed in a measuring
cell. When gas flows through the cell, the crystal coating sorbs or desorbs
moisture, thereby changing the natural oscillation frequency of the measuring crystal.
The Model 5800 low-level concentration measurement cycle is typically 60
seconds and is divided into two 30 second periods. During the first period of the cycle, sample gas flows through the measuring cell. At the end of
the sample period, flow stops momentarily while the cell frequency ƒsample
is recorded. During the second period of the cycle, reference gas (either
dried and filtered sample gas or gas from a seperate source) flows through
the cell. Flow stops momentarily while the cell frequency ƒref is recorded.
The ∆ƒ between ƒsample and ƒref corresponds to the moisture content of the
sample gas. All period timers (the system values Prg_Meas_Tmr, Prg_Ref_
Tmr, and Prg_Flow_Tmr) are fully programmable. Refer to Chapter 5:
Timers for more information on setting the measurement period timers.
Analyzer configurations for the standard Model 5800 and the Model 5812
are shown in Figures 2a and 2b. For low-level concentration applications,
the Model 5800 contains an internal dryer used for conditioning the reference gas. When the sample is known to contain contaminants (such as in
the case of natural gas analysis), an external 3A molecular sieve dryer and
contaminant trap are used to condition the sample gas for use as the reference. In such cases, an asymmetric timing cycle is also used to prolong
the life of the measuring cell.
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Figure 1-1
Model
5800 Moisture Analyzer
Gas Flow Diagram
(Single Gas Inlet Port)

Figure 1-2 Configuration
of 5812 Moisture
Analyzer
Using Sample Gas as
Reference
(Separate Sample and
Reference Inlet Ports)
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General
The sample cell, moisture generator, solenoid valves, pressure regulators,
and flow regulation orifices are contained in an oven and maintained at
constant temperature (nominally 60°C). All analyzer functions are microprocessor controlled by the on-board microcomputer. Operating parameters and system values are set and changed using the 18 button keypad
on the front of the unit or the RS-485 serial interface.
Continuously updated moisture data, system operating parameters,
system messages, and alarm conditions are displayed on a 4 line, 80 character display. Two 4 to 20 mA dc isolated analog outputs and an RS-485
serial interface provide communication between the analyzer and user
recording or data acquisition equipment.
The analyzer also provides the following contact closure signals:
•

System Alarm: Activates when a condition exists which makes analyzer output questionable. Such conditions include cell temperature
alarm, calibration error, and computer memory failure. Please refer
to Chapter 7 for more information.

•

Concentration Alert: Activates when a system value exceeds the user
set limits for either one of two user specified parameters. This alert
is factory defaulted to be linked to moisture concentration only, but
may be linked to other system parameters such as cell temperature
and pressure. Please refer to Chapter 4 for more information.

•

Range Alert: Indicates when the range on analog output channel 1
shifts from high to low or high to low range. The channel 1 output
range can be selected manually or configured for auto-range. Please
refer to Chapter 4 for more information.

All alarm relay contacts are factory configured to be fail-safe; refer to
Chapter 5: Flags1 for information on configuring for reverse operation of
alarm relay contacts.
Note that the Concentration and Range Alerts can be configured to
provide a "data valid" signal which alerts recording equipment that the
analyzer is in equilibration, calibration, or zero mode rather than sample
analysis mode. Refer to Chapter 4: Alarms and Alerts for more information on configuring the alarms.
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Cell Verification
When cell verification is required, the reference gas passes through a
moisture generator where it sorbs a known quantity of moisture before
flowing to the cell. The indicated Dƒ (or resulting moisture concentration
value) can then be compared to the known moisture added to the reference gas by the moisture generator. Cell verification is then validated or
can be adjusted by altering the cell span (the system value Moist_Span) as
required. Note that the amount of moisture the sample can sorb from the
generator is dependent on flow rate as well as temperature so the sample
handling system has been designed to ensure that these two parameters
remain constant.
Refer to the Configuration Data Sheet supplied with the analyzer for a
complete listing of factory set system values including the precise value of
the moisture generator in the analyzer. Refer to Chapter 4: Cell Verification and Zero Offset for more information on the Zero and Calibration
cycles.

Correction Factor (Coefficient D) Required for Some Applications
Cell Zero Offset (<1ppmv Applications)
Figure 1-2 illustrates the flow paths of the sample and reference gases
in the Model 5800 when dried sample gas is used as the reference. The
two gases travel different paths to the cell and are, therefore, exposed
to different outgassing mechanisms which alter the moisture content of
the gases. This results in an inherent moisture offset between the two
analyzer channels which takes the form of a small cell offset frequency.
For extremely low-level applications (<1 ppmv), this offset must be
accounted for - that is, the cell must be zeroed. The cell offset frequency
must be subtracted from Dƒ before it is used in the moisture concentration
calculations. This is accomplished by altering the value of coefficient D
(the system value PolyCoeff_D).


NOTE
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For Common applications of the Model 5812 and other higher-level
(>1 ppmv) concentration applications, the cell zero offset may be so
small that it has no effect on moisture concentration measurements. If
this is the case, the factory set value of coefficient D should not need to
be altered and the zero cycle may be eliminated from routine operation

Interference Caused by Dissimilar Gases
If the sample and reference gases are not of the same type, chemical and
physical differences between the gases will cause background interference. Like the zero offset, this interference must be subtracted from Dƒ
before it is used in the moisture concentration calculations. This is also
accomplished by altering the value of coefficient D.


NOTE

Additional external valves and sample line connections are necessary
to determine the value of coefficient D. Please refer to Appendix C:
Determination of Coefficient D for the required sample system layout
and procedure used to measure the offset and/or interference and alter
the value of coefficient D.
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SPECIFICATIONS

Ranges
Model 5800 for Low-Level Applications: Calibrated 0.1 to 100 			
ppmv with trend indication above calibrated range.
Model 5812 for Higher-Level Applications: Calibrated 1 to 			
1000 ppmv with trend indication above calibrated range.

Outputs
		Data:
• 4 line x 20 character vacuum fluorescent digital display		
• Two fully programmable 4 to 20 mA dc analog outputs, 			
into 1200W load
• RS-485 bi-directional serial port

Alarms/Alerts:
• Three independent contact closures (32Vdc maximum, 1A
non-inductive load) for system alarm, concentration/cal alert ,
and range/cal alert
• Alarm signals are available on RS-485 interface

		Sensitivity
5 ppbv or 0.5% of range, whichever is greater

		Response Time
63% to a step change in less than 5 minutes
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Accuracy
± 20 ppbv or 5% of reading, whichever is greater

Inlet Pressure
103 to 700 kPa gauge (15 to 100 psi) gauge

Moisture Generator
Model 5800: Typical Life 12 Months
Model 5812: Requires Fluid Replenishment every 12 Months

Exhaust Pressure
Atmospheric

Gas Flow Rate
200 mL/min at STP for sample, reference, and moisture gen-			
erator gases (600 mL/min total sample flow is sample used as 			
reference)

Sample Temperature
0° to 100°C at Sample Inlet and Separate Reference Inlet
(if applicable)

Electrical Classification
NEC/CEC Class 1, Division 2, Groups ABCD, T3C or General Purpose
Low Voltage Directive 73/23/EEC
EN61010-1, UL 3101-1, CSA 1010.1		
IEC Installation Category II
IEC 60079-0 Edition 6.0
IEC 60079-15 Edition 4.0							
ElectroMagnetic Compatability Directive 89/336/EEC
EN50081-1
EN50082-1
EN61326
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Model 5800 Analyzer IECEx
Label 580232001

Power Requirements
100-127 VAC, 47-63 Hz, 185W
220-240 VAC, 47-63 Hz, 185W

Ambient Operating Environment
Temperature: 4° to 40°C (40° to 105°F)
Relative Humidity:

90%, maximum

Atmosphere: Non-condensing, non-corrosive
Pollution Degree 2
Pressure: Up to 6560ft (2000 m) elevation.
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Reference Gas Quality Requirements:
		<10 ppbv (N/A for Model 5812)		
Mounting Options
Bench-top or 19 inch rack mounted

Standard Dimensions
Width: 43.2 cm (17 inches)
Height:13.2 cm (5.2 inches)
Depth: 38.1 cm (15 inches)

Rack Mount Dimensions
Width: 43.2 cm (17 inches)
Height:22.1 cm (8.7 inches)
Depth: 38.1 cm (15 inches)

Net Weight
		16.79 Kg (37 lb.)
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INSTALLATION AND START-UP

!

CAUTION

Read this section of the manual before beginning installation of the
5800 Analyzer. Failure to do so, and/or use of the Analyzer in a manner not specified in this manual, may impair the protection against
fire, electrical shock and injury originally provided by this equipment.
In addition, failure to follow the installation and start-up instructions
may void the instruments warranty.

Sample Input and Exhaust Considerations
Tubing
Recommended sample gas input tubing is 1/8 inch OD, 316 stainless steel
(AMETEK Part Number 571061017 or equivalent). The sample input
tubing length should be as short as possible and thermally controlled to
maintain a constant sample temperature between 0° and 100°C. Exhaust
tubing can be made of any material and be of diameter and length sufficient to prevent back pressure on the cell.

Reference Gas
An external dryer (AMETEK PN 560040907 or equivalent) is required to
dry reference gas to < 10 ppbv. Figure 3-1 shows gas connections to
analyzer if dried sample gas is used as the reference gas. Figure 3-2 shows
gas connections if a separate gas is used as the reference.

Configuring Analyzer for Zero Cycle
For extremely low concentration applications (<1 ppmv), it may be necessary to measure and correct for the inherent offset between the sample
and reference gases. Please refer to Figures C1 and C2 in Appendix C for
additional external valves and sample connections required to measure
the offset. For analyzers using a separate reference gas as reference, the
sample gas is switched through an external dryer before entering the
analyzer. For analyzers using separate reference gas, the reference gas
is switched though an external dryer for use as both sample and reference gas during the zero cycle. In either configuration, the valves used
to switch the gas through the dryer must be switched manually prior to
running a zero cycle.
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Sample Temperature, Pressure, and Flow Rate
The analyzer is designed to bring the sample gas temperature to 60°C. As
previously stated, temperature of incoming sample and reference gas (if a
separate source is used) should be between 0° and 100°C in order for the
sample to reach steady-state temperature before reaching the cell.
Sample and reference gas flow rates are regulated by flow restriction
devices and pressure regulators located in the oven. In order to ensure
optimum analyzer response time, sample and reference pressures should
be adjusted such that flow rates are maintained at 200 standard cubic
centimeter / minute (sccm). If the optional internal mass flowmeter (Part
Number 203457001) has not been installed in the analyzer, the supplied
rotometer (Part Number 571067901) or a user supplied flowmeter must
be installed at the cell exhaust port. Note that if an external flowmeter is
used, flow rates cannot be output to the 4 to 20 mA outputs or analyzer
display.
If sample is a gas other than air and the internal mass flowmeter is used, a
flow correction factor for the gas being analyzed must be entered into the
computer memory to ensure that flow measurements are correct. Refer
to Appendix B: Flow Correction Factor for Gases Other Than Air for a
complete list of flow correction factors and information on configuring the
software to include the correction factor.
Minimum pressure is 103 kPa gauge (15 psig); maximum pressure is 700
kPa gauge (100 psig). If necessary, a pressure regulator (shown in Figures
3-1 and 3-2) can be installed on the sample input line. Gas exhaust pressure cannot exceed 14 kPa gauge (2 psig).

Unpacking and Inspection
Carefully unpack items received and check against the packing list.
Inspect analyzer for damage incurred during shipping. If any items are
missing or analyzer appears to be damaged, immediately notify AMETEK
service at (800) 537-6044. Remove and discard caps from fittings; inspect
the analyzer for loose fittings or connectors.
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Figure 3-1 Gas Connections for Model 5800 using Sample Gas as Reference

Figure 3-2 Gas Connections for Model 5800/5812 using Separate Reference Source
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Input and Output Connections
Refer to Table I for rear panel connections and functions on the 5800 Analyzer;
refer also to Figure 3-3 for item locations by find number.
Table I: Model 5800 Rear Panel Connections

Find
Number

Item				Function

1

Sample Inlet Fitting

2

Reference Inlet Fitting (Optional) Input port for separate reference source; 1/8
inch tube fitting

3

Bypass Exhaust Fitting

Vent port for gas bypassing the cell; 1/8 inch
tube fitting

4

Cell Exhaust Fitting

Vent port for analyzer cell; 1/8 inch tube fitting

5

Line Voltage CGB Fitting

Power cable conduit to wiring box

6

RS485 Serial Port

User serial communications interface

7

Analog Outputs

Two 4-20 mA outputs to user recording
equipment

8

Alarm and Alert Terminals

Connections for:
System Alarm			
Range/Cal Alert				
Concentration/Cal Alert

9

Line Voltage Fuse Module

See "Electrical Connections" this section

Fuse

Protects analyzer from input power surges:

Input port for sample gas; 1/8 inch tube fitting

			 • 2A for 100/120V, 50/60 Hz, 250V "F" Type		
• 1A for 220/265V, 50/60 Hz, 250V "F" Type
10

Ground Lug

Chassis Ground

11

AC Power In (TB1)

AC input line and neutral connections

12

Analog Input

Used for live voltage input from a pressure
transmitter. This is required to output moisture in dew point temperature or water vapor
pressure. Maximum input is 10Vdc
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Figure 3-3 Model 5800 Moisture
Analyzer Rear Panel Connections

Installation

!

RS485 connections (item 6 in figure 3-3) - Do not connect or disconnect when the analyzer is energized.

!

Consult plant safety personnel for appropriate exhaust venting guidelines for specific sample gas type.

WARNING

WARNING

!

For Division 2 installations, all switches, circuit breakers, relays, and
alarms must be in accordance with NEC 501-3.

WARNING



Numbers appearing in parentheses correspond to find numbers called
out in Table I and Figure 3-3.

NOTE

Locate the analyzer as close to the sample source as possible and proceed
as follows.
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1. Remove wiring box cover.
2. Open the shutoff valve on the sample source line(s) and purge the
sample line to an appropriate area for at least 5 minutes. This will
help prevent contamination from entering the analyzer cell. Close the
shutoff valve on the sample source line(s).


NOTE

Failure to complete the above step may result in damage to the analyzer not covered by warranty.

3. Connect the sample gas source to the sample inlet fitting (1).
4. Connect the sample or separate reference source to the dryer input.
Connect the dryer output to the reference inlet fitting (2).
5. If internal mass flowmeter (optional) is installed in analyzer, proceed
to step 6. Otherwise, connect supplied rotometer to cell exhaust port.
6. Connect bypass exhaust (3) and cell exhaust (4) fittings to appropriate
vent system.
7. If live pressure input is being used for output in dewpoint temperature or water vapor pressure, connect pressure transmitter output (10
Vdc, maximum) to the Analog Input terminals (12).

Electrical Connections
1. The 5800 is shipped with the fuse value and voltage select P14 jumper
pre-installed for the mains line voltage ordered by the customer (i.e.
115 vs. 230 Vac, nominal). To inspect theses parts, first ensure that the
power has been removed from the unit. Removing the rear panel of
the power junction box allows access to the fuse. Remove the fuse
block assembly from the power inlet/line filter by using a small flat
blade screwdriver to first pry the hinged cover away and then to pry
out the fuse holder as indicated in Figure 3-4. One fuse should be in
place, and must be a 2 Amp Fast blow for 100 - 120 Vac mains or a 1
Amp Fast blow for 200 - 240 Vac use. Return the keyed fuse block to its
former position and snap shut the protective cover of the power inlet.
The voltage selection jumper can be viewed by removing the main top
cover of the unit. Locate the long, centralized circuit board with many
cables plugged into it (Backplane Board). At the rear end of the this
board, is a four pin connector labeled “Voltage Select” and is designated J14. Plugged into this connector will be P14 - a four position plug,
with wire jumper(s). Refer to Figure 3-4 to identify this jumpered
connector with one of the two voltage select jumper configurations
shown.
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If your unit is equipped with a different (older) type of power inlet,
see Figure 3-5 for voltage and fuse identification.

!

WARNING

This configuration must not be altered by the operator! Only qualified service personnel may access the interior of the unit to change
or inspect this setting and fuse. The rear panel label must be clearly
re-marked to indicate any new AC source information. If qualified
personnel are not available to perform these tasks, contact Ametek
Service.

When used in Class 1, Div 2 areas, the 5800 must use three feet (.91m)
of non-detachable, extra hard usage AC power cord, pre-terminated
and strain relieved at the unit.
If the above noted power cable is not sufficient due to length, or
unique specification, the user may replace the cordage (for use in
non-hazardous areas), but must abide by the following safety requirements:
Qualified service personnel are to adhere to nationally recognized
standards for cordage for use with this type of equipment, having the
power requirements stated in this manual and for use in the intended
environment.
Have the connection performed by qualified service personnel. This
includes:
Protective ground connection, see Fig. 3-6.
Proper connection to AC disconnect connector at the internal power supply.
New cordage diameter must be compatible with the strain relief provided.
Strain relief must be tightened securely as to not allow slippage when
cordage is pulled or pushed from the outside.
Allow six inches of loose power wire inside the unit.
If the unit is to be hard wired into the installation’s power system it is
to be treated as permanently connected equipment and installed according to the local, nationally recognized procedures for equipment
of this type and stated power requirements. In addition, the installation must have the following characteristics:
Have a separate disconnect device such as a switch or circuit breaker
included as part of the building installation. The electrical specifications of
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this disconnect must accommodate the power requirements of the analyzer as stated near the power entry point, for the particular application.
This device must be in close proximity to the equipment as to be in easy
reach of the operator.
This device must be marked as the disconnecting device for this equipment.
1. If a mains plug is to be attached to the end of the cordage, it must be a
locking and grounding type per NEC 501-3b6 for hazardous locations
and comply with the relevant, nationally recognized specifications
and/or standards for detachable mains plugs for the stated power requirements of this equipment. Plugs without the locking feature may
be used in safe areas.

!

WARNING

WARNING EXPLOSION HAZARD-Non-adherence to the above
requirements, or use of the equipment in a manner not specified in
this manual, may impair the protection against fire, electrical shock,
and injury, originally provided by this equipment.

2. Connect the 4 to 20 mA analog outputs (5) and Alarm and Alert terminals (6) to user recording equipment through a metallic conduit per
National Electric Code standard NEC 501-4b. A standard cable strain
relief may be used for safe areas.
3. If automatically actuated valves are being used for external sample
switching, connect valve signal output to the valves through dry contacts or a solid state relay as shown in Figure 3-5 for hazardous locations. Refer to Appendix A if valve signal contacts are to be used for
pressure transmitter input.
4. Install terminal box cover; fasten with six screws.
If analyzer is located in a Division 2 area, power supply should be
shut down for service or maintenance. If specific procedure requires
WARNING power to be on, a hot work permit may be required; check with safety
consultant.

!


NOTE
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For Canadian installation see CEC 18-152 (NEC 501-4b) and CEC
18-172, 174 (NEC 501-3b6).

Power inlet with cover hinged open and fuse holder removed

Figure 3-4 Fuse Holder

Figure 3-5
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Open cover door and move fuse pull left.
Select operating voltage by orienting voltage selection card to position desired voltage on
top left side. Push card firmly into module slot.
Move fuse-pull back into normal position and insert fuse, using caution to select correct fuse value.

Battery Replacement

!

Replacement of the battery in the Analyzer shall be performed by an
approved technician only.

!

To prevent possible electric shock, or personal injury, equipment must
be completely turned off before replacing battery

!

Do not disconnect the equipment unless power has been switched off
or the area is known to be non hasardous.

WARNING

WARNING

WARNING

Battery Specification
Battery Type: TL-5276/W
Normal Capacity @ 1 mA, to 2V		
10 Ah
Rated Voltage					
3.6 V
Maximum recommended continous current 50 mA
Maximum pulse current capability		
100 mA
1. Mount battery (BAT1 & XBT1) to top of U16, U17 and RN3. Ensure that
red wire goes to pin 1 (+) of xbt1 connector.
2. Add 1/4" dollop of sillicone glue to one side of the clip where it meets
the batery to hold the battery. After installing the clip.


NOTE

Positive Electrode: Thionyl Chloride ( SOCl2 )
Electrolyte: Non-aqueous inorganic
Negative electode: Lithium ( Li )
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SOLE PURPOSE
GROUND STUD

RING TONGUE
TERMINAL RING

NUT
INCOMING
MAIN GROUND

LOCKWASHER
(TOOTH IF ON PAINT)

CHASSIS

Proper Single Ground Screw

SOLE PURPOSE
GROUND STUD
RING TONGUE
TERMINAL RING
NUT
CIRCUIT GROUND

LOCKWASHER
(TOOTH IF ON PAINT)

INCOMING
MAIN GROUND
CHASSIS

Circuit ground can be removed for servicing independently of
incoimg main ground. No lockwasher. Stud not sole purpose.

Proper Multiple Ground on Single Screw

NUT

FAN MOUNTING STUD

CIRCUIT GROUND
INCOMING
MAIN GROUND
FAN FRAME

Circuit ground cannot be removed for servicing fan without disturbing
incoimg main ground. No lockwasher. Stud not sole purpose.

Improper Multiple Ground on Single Screw
Figure 3-6: Proper and
Improper Protective
Ground Connection
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Analyzer Start-Up

1. Verify that sample line has been purged of contaminants (refer to installation step 2, Chapter 3). Verify that the sample valve at the source
is closed.
2. Verify that line power and all other electrical connections are correct;
a wiring error could result in damage to the analyzer. Turn on power
source to power up analyzer. Boot up information will be displayed
momentarily, then the normal operation screen (see Figure 4-1, Chapter 4) will be displayed.
3.

open the sample valve and allow the analyzer to warm up for at least

30 minutes.

4. Flow rate adjustment: Gas flow rates through the flow restriction devices in the temperature controlled cell enclosure are set by adjusting
the sample and reference input pressure. Refer to Figure 1 Pg. xiv for
locations of pressure regulator set screws on the front panel. Adjust
the appropriate pressure regulator for a flow rate of 200 sccm during
both the sample and reference measurement periods. Flow rate can
be monitored as follows:
a. If analyzer is equipped with optional internal mass flowmeter,
refer to Chapter 5: Display Flags to change the display on line 1, 2,
or 3 to read flow rate (Line_X_Flag = 6). Flow rate in sccm will be
displayed in real time on the display.
b. If an external flowmeter is used, flow rate can be read directly
from the flowmeter.
5. Line 4 of the display will flash the system message "Sample Flowing"
and switch to "Reference Flowing" after the factory default sample
measurement period times out (typically 30 seconds).
6. Dry Down and Leak Check: Leave the analyzer running undisturbed
for the period specified below to dry down and reach steady state
operating temperature. During this period, check all sample lines and
fittings for leaks.
•

Dry down period for extremely low ppm applications (< 1ppm): 5
to 7 days

•

Dry down period for higher ppm applications (>1 ppm): 3 days
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CONTROLLER FUNCTIONS

Controller Display
The Model 5800 default normal operation screen is shown in Figure 4-1. The first three lines of
the display are fully user programmable. Live moisture concentration and system values such
as cell temperature, pressure, and flow rate may be displayed. The fourth line displays system
messages and alarm/error information only. Refer to Chapter 5: Display Flags and Labels for
more information on changing the format of the controller display.
Held Moisture (Display Flag = 1)
Cell Oven Temperature (Display Flag = 11)

System Message / Alarm

1.00 ppm Vol H2O
60.00 Degree Cent
0019-Smpl 08:00-Cal
Sample Flowing

Countdown for Current Measurement
Period and Time of day for or interval
in seconds between auto-calibration cycles
(Display Flag = 15)

Figure 4-1: Typical Normal Operation Screen
Note that system message will vary.

System Security and Access Codes
The Model 5800 has four system security levels, Levels 0 through 3. An access code must
be entered before certain menus and system values can be accessed. Factory default access codes are listed in Chapter 4, which may be removed from this manual at the user's
discretion. Level 1 and 2 default access codes can be altered or eliminated by changing the
software configuration. Refer to Chapter 5: Passwords for more information on altering
system security. Note that higher levels access codes can access any lower level function.

Level 0 Security (Operator Level)
No access code is required for the following functions:
•

Initiate a zero cycle with NO coefficient D adjustment

•

Initiate an auto-calibration cycle with NO span adjustment

•

View upper and lower levels for concentration alarm

•

View upper and lower range limits for 4 to 20 mA analog outputs 1 and
2

•

Manually select high or low range setting for analog output 1
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Level 1 Security (Maintenance Level)
The level 1 access code is required for the following functions:
•

Initiate an auto-calibration cycle with auto-span adjustment

•

Initiate a zero cycle with coefficient D adjustment

•

Alter upper and lower levels for concentration alarm

•

Alter upper and lower range limits for 4 to 20 mA analog outputs 1 and
2

•

Access the Config/Test Main Menu and:

•

View all software configuration values

•

Set time of day for calibration cycle if it is to be run at 24 hour intervals

•

Run system self-tests for troubleshooting purposes

Level 2 Security (Configure Level)
The level 2 access code is required to access the Level 2 Configure Menu and the following
functions:
•

Alter system constants including pressure and temperature constants

•

Select flags to change the system parameters linked to the analog outputs,
concentration alarm, and first three display lines

•

View and alter period timers including those for zero and calibration
cycles.

•

Select configuration flags from the Flags1 list in Chapter 5:

•

Invoke infinite impulse formula noise suppression for cell frequency,
pressure, temperature, and flow (optional) measurements

•

Change Level 1 and 2 security access codes

Level 3 Security (Service Level)
The level 3 access code, which cannot be disabled or changed, is required to access the Level
3 Configure Menu and the following functions:
• Alter polynomial coefficients used in the moisture concentration
calculations
•

Alter system values including cell span and temperature constants

•

Alter format of first three display lines

•

Select configuration flags from the Flags2 list in Chapter 5

•

Alter ƒsample and ƒreference analysis periods
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Function Button Overview
All Model 5800 functions are configured through the keypad shown in Figure 4-2. Press
one of the four function buttons to access the main menu for that category of sub-menus
and system values. Use the arrow keys (2,4,6,8) to scroll up, down, left, and right through
menu items and system value lists. Enter values (which may be negative or contain a decimal point) using the number keys (0 through 9) and the - and • keys.
To highlight an item, scroll through the items until small arrowheads point to it on both
sides as shown in Figure 4-3. Up and down arrow symbols displayed on the right-hand
side of the screen indicate that there are more menu items above or below the currently
displayed items.

Function
Buttons

Figure 4-2: Model 5800
Analyzer Keypad

Once a menu has been accessed, use the arrow keys to scroll through the menu until the
desired item is highlighted; press enter to select the menu item. Depending on the selected
menu item, more menus will be displayed or data may be entered; follow instructions shown
on the display. Except where otherwise noted, press enter to save changes and return to
previous menu or cancel to quit without saving. Pressing cancel also "backs out" to previous
menu levels, one level at a time, until the display is returned to normal operation screen.

Arrowheads Indicate
Hlighted Menu Choice

Figure 4-3: Typical 5800
Menu Display

1.00 ppm Vol H2O
60.00 Degree Cent
Alarms Analog↑
Passwords Timing↓

Up / Down Arrows Indicate More
Menu Choices Above and Below
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Cell Verification and Zero Offset
Cell verification is achieved by measuring the moisture concentration of the reference gas
after a known quantity of moisture has been added to it by the moisture generator. The
measured value is compared to the known value stored in memory and the moisture span
(the system constant Moist_Span) is adjusted accordingly. Refer to the Calibration Data
Sheet supplied with the analyzer for the precise moisture generator value.
The verification Cycle can be initiated on demand (see Calib Button, below) or configured
to run automatically at a user set interval (see Set Auto-Cal Time, Chapter 4). Depending
on how the system is configured, the moisture span will be verified or adjusted during
the auto-cal cycle and then the system will return to normal operation. Note that when a
new span value is calculated, the new value will be compared to the Max_Span_Err and
Max_Span limits stored in memory. If the new value exceeds these limits, the system alarm
will be activated. Refer to Chapter 4: Alarms and Alerts for an explanation of these two
limits and information on setting and changing them.
For extremely low concentration (< 1ppm) applications, the analyzer cell must be zeroed
before calibration. The offset frequency between the sample and reference gases is measured
and is used to adjust the value of polynomial coefficient D (the system value PolyCoeff_D).
This value is part of the polynomial expression used to calculate moisture concentration.
The offset frequency can vary over time and the value of coefficient D must be verified
periodically and adjusted when necessary.


NOTE

Additional external valves and sample connections are required to run the zero functions. Please refer to Figures C-1 and C-2 in Appendix C for the proper configuration.
External valves used to switch gas through the external dryer must be opened manually
before zero cycle and closed following zero cycle.

If analyzer is properly configured, the zero cycle can be run automatically (see Start AutoZero, Chapter 4) or manually (see Flow Dry Sample, Chapter 4). Depending on how the
system is configured, coefficient D will be verified or adjusted during the zero cycle and
then the system will return to normal operation. Note that when a new coefficient D value
is calculated, the new value will be compared to the Max_Zero_Err and Max_Zero limits
stored in memory. If the new value exceeds these limits, the system alarm will be activated.
Refer to Chapter 4: Alarms and Alerts for an explanation of these two limits and information on setting and changing them.
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		Calib Button
CALIB

To access the Calibration Menu, press the calib button. Scroll through the menu until the
desired menu item is highlighted and press enter. Refer to Chapter 5: Timing for information on setting the various calibration and zero cycle timers (the system variables Cal_Cycles,
Zero_Cycles, and Equil_Cycles).

Start Auto-Cal
Initiates complete calibration cycle with or without auto-span adjustment. The message
"Engage Auto Span?" will appear momentarily and then the prompt "ENTER = Adjust Span
CANCEL = Span Check" will be displayed. If span adjustment is desired, press enter and
then enter the Level 1, 2, or 3 access code. If span verification only is desired, press cancel.
Note that if configuration flag 16 from the Flags1 list is enabled, span adjustment will be
disabled and the "Engage Auto Span?" prompt will not appear - span will be verified only.
System equilibration will occur before and after calibration cycle; both equilibration periods
last for the programmed number of complete cycles (Equil_Cycles). After equilibration,
calibration cycle ∆ƒ measurements will begin and last for the programmed number of
complete cycles (Cal_Cycles). Span value will be verified or adjusted during the calibration
cycle. Display will return to normal operation screen when calibration cycle is complete.

Start Auto-Zero
External valves used to switch sample or reference gas through external dryer must be
switched manually before using this function. Initiates zero cycle with or without autocoefficient D (CD) adjustment. The message "Engage CD Change?" will appear momentarily
and then the prompt "ENTER = Adjust CD CANCEL = CD Check" will be displayed. If
CD adjustment is desired, press enter and then enter the Level 1, 2, or 3 access code. If CD
verification only is desired, press cancel. Display will return to normal operation screen
when zero cycle is complete. Note that if configuration flag 16 from the Flags2 list is enabled, the CD adjustment will be disabled and the "Engage CD Change?" prompt will not
appear - CD will be verified only.
System equilibration will occur before and after calibration cycle; both equilibration periods
last for the programmed number of complete cycles (Equil_Cycles). After equilibration, zero
cycle ∆ƒ measurements will begin and last for the programmed number of complete cycles
(Zero_Cycles). Offset value will be verified or adjusted during the zero cycle. Display will
return to normal operation screen when zero cycle is complete. External valves must be
switched back to normal operation position when zero cycle is complete.
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Flow Moisture Gen
Initiates calibration cycle but does not invoke cycle timers. Operator must allow sufficient time for readings to stabilize before and after the calibration cycle. When this
menu item is selected, the message "Moist Gen Starting" will be displayed, followed by
the message "Wait for Instrument to Stabilize, Then ENTER = Span CANCL = Quit".
If enter is pressed before system is fully equilibrated, the function will terminate and
the message "Operation Aborted" will be displayed.
When equilibration period has ended, wait for several more cycles before pressing enter,
particularly when enhanced noise smoothing is being used. This will allow calibration cycle ∆ƒ measurement to stabilize. When enter is pressed, calibration with span
adjustment will occur followed by equilibration and return to normal operation. Note
that if configuration flag 16 from the Flags1 list is enabled, the span adjustment will be
disabled and the message "No Span Change (F1)" will be displayed.

Flow Dry Sample
External valves used to switch sample or reference gas through an external dryer must
be switched manually before using this function. Initiates zero cycle with coefficient
D (CD) adjustment but does not invoke cycle timers. Operator must allow sufficient
time for readings to stabilize before and after the zero cycle. When this menu item is
selected, the message "Dry Sample Starting" will be displayed, followed by the message
"Wait for Instrument to Stabilize before and after the zero cycle, Then ENTER = Zero,
CANCL = quit". If enter is pressed before system is fully equilibrated, the function will
terminate and the message "Operation Aborted" will be displayed.
When the equilibration period has ended, wait for several more cycles before pressing
enter, particularly when enhanced noise smoothing is being used. This will allow zero
cycle Dƒ measurement to stabilize. When enter is pressed, zero with CD adjustment
will occur followed by equilibration and return to normal operation. Note that if configuration flag 16 from the Flags2 list is enabled, the CD adjustment will be disabled
and the message "No CD Change (Flags2)" will be displayed. Switch external valves
back to normal operation position when zero cycle is complete.
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Alarms and Alerts
Three sets of alarm contacts are supplied through relays on the main CPU board: the system
alarm, the concentration alert, and the range alert. The system alarm is discussed in detail
in the Troubleshooting & Maintenance section (Chapter 7:) of this manual.
The concentration alert can be linked to any two separate system parameters including moisture
concentration, cell temperature, cell frequency, and ∆frequency. The alert is activated when the
indicated value for either one of the parameters linked to the alert exceeds the user specified limits
for the parameter. Refer to Chapter 5: Alarm Flags for more information on linking system parameters to the concentration alert.
The range alert indicates when the range on analog output 1 shifts from the low to high range or from
the high to low range. Refer to Chapter 4: Analog Ranges for more information on output ranges
.


NOTE

If not being used for its primary function, either the concentration or range alert can
be configured to provide a "data valid" signal to the user recording equipment. When
configured to be normally closed, the contacts will open when the analyzer is in a zero,
calibration, or equilibration cycle rather than normal sampling cycle. Refer to Chapter
5: Flags1 for more information on configuring the alerts to provide a "data valid" signal.

ALARM

		Alarm Button
To access the Alarm Menu, press the alarm button. Scroll through the menu until the desired menu item is highlighted and press enter.
View Alarm Levels

To view alarm levels, highlight the level to be viewed from the following list and press enter to select. Press cancel to return to limit
list.

Alter Alarm Levels

The Level 1 or higher access code is required for this function. Highlight the level to be altered from the following list and press enter
to select. Enter the new level value when the "New Value?" prompt
is displayed. Press enter to save change and return to the Alarm
Menu; press cancel to quit.


NOTE

The engineering units associated with the alarm levels are determined by the parameter
linked to the analog output. If moisture concentration in ppm is on the analog output,
alarm levels are also defined in ppm; if cell temperature in °C is on analog output, alarm
levels are also in °C and so on.
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Alarm levels to be viewed or altered are:
Alarm_1_Hi

The upper limit of the concentration alert for the parameter assigned
to Alarm_1_Flag. If the system value linked to the alarm exceeds this
value, the alert will be activated.

Alarm_2_Hi

The upper limit of the concentration alert for the parameter assigned
to Alarm_2_Flag. If the system value linked to the alarm exceeds this
value, the alert will be activated.

Alarm_1_Low

The lower limit of the concentration alert for the parameter assigned
to Alarm_1_Flag. If the system value linked to the alarm falls below
this value, the alert will be activated.

Alarm_2_Low

The lower limit of the concentration alert for the parameter assigned
to Alarm_2_Flag. If the system value linked to the alarm falls below
this value, the alert will be activated.

Max_Cal_Err

Maximum allowable deviation between actual and calculated moisture generator values. The value entered here is a percentage of new
span value. If the new (calculated) value for span exceeds this limit,
the system alarm will be activated.

Max_Zero_Err

Maximum allowable deviation of ∆ƒ from zero in Hz. The value
entered here is based on the new coefficient D value. If the new
(calculated) value for coefficient D exceeds this limit, the system
alarm will be activated.

Max_Span

Maximum allowable cell span (Moist_Span). The value entered here
is essentially a correction factor, no units are associated with it. If the
new (calculated) value for span exceeds this limit, the system alarm
will be activated.

Max_Zero

Maximum allowable coefficient D in Hz. If the new (calculated) value
for coefficient D exceeds this limit, the system alarm will be activated.

Analog Ranges
Analog output 1 has two fully programmable ranges and output 2 has one range. Upper
("output") and lower ("offset") limits are assigned to the ranges to adjust for desired sensitivity. Range on output 1 can be shifted from low to high or high to low either manually
using the analog range button or by using the auto-range function. Refer to Chapter 5:
Flags1 for more information on enabling the auto-range function.
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Auto-range switches from low to high range when the signal on output 1 is 97% of the upper limit on the low range. Range will also switch automatically from high to low range
when the signal on output 1 is 85% of the upper limit of the low range.
Example: Assume that moisture concentration data is linked to the output and the two
programmed ranges are :
				Low:

0 to 50 ppm

				High: 25 to 75 ppm
When operating in the low range, the range will automatically switch from low to high
range if the signal indicates 48.5 ppm. When operating in the high range, the range will
switch back to the low range when the indicated value falls to 42.5 ppm.

Range ID Alert
The Range ID contacts open when the channel 1 analog output (4-20 mA) is operating in the
higher of its two output ranges. This signal can be used to alert user recording/acquisition
equipment that the channel 1 range has shifted.

ANALOG
		Analog
Range Button
RANGE

To access the Analog Range Menu, press the analog range button. Scroll through the menu
until the desired menu item (variable) is highlighted and press enter.
Range Select Out1

View and/or alter current analog range (low or high) on analog output
1. When this menu item is selected, the third line of the display will
say either "Range is now Low" or "Range is now Hi". Press cancel
to return to Analog Range Menu without changing the range; press
enter to toggle the range. The current range message will be shown
momentarily and then the display will return to the Range Menu.

View Range Limits

To view range limits, highlight the limit to be viewed from the following list and press enter to select. Press cancel to return to limit
list.

Alter Range Limits

The Level 1 or higher access code is required for this function. Highlight the limit to be altered from the following list and press enter
to select. Enter the new limit value when the "New Value?" prompt
is displayed. Press enter to save change and return to the limit list;
press cancel to quit.
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NOTE

The engineering units associated with the analog range limits are determined by the
parameter linked to the output. If moisture concentration in ppm is on the output, range
limits are also defined in ppm; if cell temperature in °C is on output, range limits are
also in °C and so on.

Range Limits to be viewed or altered are:
Output_1_Low

20 mA value of channel 1 low output range

Output_1_Hi		

20 mA value of channel 1 high output range

Output_2		

20 mA value of channel 2 output range

Offset_1_Low		

4 mA value of channel 1 low output range

Offset_1_Hi		

4 mA value of channel 1 high output range

Offset_2		

4 mA value of channel 2 output range

TEST
CONFIG
		

Test / Config Button

With the exception of alarm levels and range limits, all system configuration parameters,
both critical (system constants and variables, calculation coefficients, configuration flags,
etc.) and non-critical (time of day, date, etc.), are accessed through the test/config button.
When the test/config button is pressed, an access code (level 1, 2, or 3) will be required
immediately. If the Level 1 access code has been entered, a higher level access code will be
needed to select Configure Menu. The menu accessed when Configure Menu is chosen
will be different depending on which access code, Level 2 or Level 3, has been entered.

Test/Config Main Menu
View Configuration
Selecting this menu item allows software configuration values to be viewed only. Current
software configuration should be compared periodically to the factory software configuration data sheet to verify that critical system values have not been changed. Note that it is
normal to see a slight change in values for Moist_Span and PolyCoeff_D as these may be
changed during calibration and zero cycles.
To view configuration values, press enter to display the next parameter; press cancel to
return to the Test/Config Main Menu. The following parameters and current settings will
be displayed in the order shown.
Moist_Span

Flow_Span
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Flags_2

Output2_Flag

Moist_Gen

Flow_Offset

Line_1_Flag

PolyCoeff_0

Press_Span

Temp_Set_Pt

Line_2_Flag

PolyCoeff_1

Press_Offset

Propor_Band

Line_3_Flag

PolyCoeff_2

Normal_Press T Tmp_Reset

Alarm_1_Flag

PolyCoeff_3

Temp_Span

Convr_Factor

Alarm_2_Flag

PolyCoeff_D

Temp_Offset

Flags_1

Output1_Flg

PolyCoeff_E

Set Time of Day
At "Enter New Time" prompt, enter four digit time of day using the 24 hour clock convention. Note that it is not necessary to enter punctuation between hours and minutes.

Set Date
At "Enter New Date" prompt, enter six digit date in the form MMDDYY. Note that it is not
necessary to enter punctuation between month, day, and year.

Set Auto Cal Time
At "Enter New Time" prompt, enter the time of day for the auto-calibration cycle
to be run (this becomes the value of the variable Cal_Time). Enter four digit time
using the 24 hour clock convention. Note that it is not necessary to enter punctuation between hours and minutes.
Set Auto Zero Time
Not Used. Please contact AMETEK Service at 800-537-6044 for more information on implementing fully automatic zero cycle.

System Tests Menu
The Model 5800 Analyzer has numerous self-test routines which can be run periodically as part of regular maintenance or used to assist in troubleshooting the
analyzer. The system tests are discussed in detail in Chapter 7: Troubleshooting
and Maintenance section of this manual.
Configure Menu
Both Level 2 and Level 3 Configure Menus are accessible through this menu
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item. Refer to Chapter 5: Software Configuration for more information on the
Configure Menus and associated functions.

AMETEK Model 5800
Moisture Analyzer
Default System Security Access Codes
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Level 1:

1 1 1 1 [enter]

Level 2:

2 2 2 2 [enter]

Level 3:

- 6 8 4 4 [enter]

SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION

The Model 5800 is designed to be customized to suit user requirements by altering the
software configuration of the controller. The configure menus are used to alter numerous
system constants and assign flags to controller display, analog outputs, and alarms. To access the configure menus, press the test/config button. At the "Enter Access Code" prompt,
enter the Level 2 or Level 3 access code; refer to Chapter 4: System Security and Access
Codes for more information. Scroll down until Configure Menu is highlighted; press enter.


NOTE

Different Configure Menus will be accessed depending on which access code is entered at
this time. The Level 3 access code should be entered only if troubleshooting is needed or
access to critical configuration parameters is required. It is recommended that the Level
3 access code be restricted to knowledgeable and authorized personnel.

Level 2 Configure Menu
Figure 5-1 shows the sub-menus of the Configure Menu when the Level 2 access code has
been entered. Scroll up, down, left, and right until desired menu item is highlighted; press
enter to continue.

Level 2
Configure Menu
Press_Span
Press_Offset
Normal_Press
Temp_Span
Temp_Offset
Flow_Span
Flow_Offset
Dry_CF
Cell_SN
MoistGen_SN
Alarm_1_Flag
Alarm_2_Flag
Maint_Pswrd (Level 2)
Confg_Pswrd (Level 3)
Enter New Value
Enter New Value

→
Constants
Alarms
Passwords
Moist_Gen
Flags1 Noise

To Access:
Press test/config button
Enter Level 2 Access Code
Highlight Configure Menu
Press enter

Line_1_Flag
Line_2_Flag
Line_3_Flag

Display
Analog
Timing
Serial

Output1_Flag
Output2_Flag

Freq_Noise
Press_Noise
Temp_Noise
Flow_Noise
RS485_Baud
RS485_Address

AutoCalCycle
AutoZeroCycle
Cal_Timer
Zero_Timer
Cal_Cycles
Zero_Cycles
Equil_Cycles
Avg_Cycles
Vent_Timer

Figure 5-1 Level 2 Configure Menu
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Constants
Scroll through the following list of constants until item to be altered is highlighted; press
enter to select. Enter the new constant value when the "New Value?" prompt is displayed.
Press enter to save change and return to the Constants Menu; press cancel to quit.

Pressure Constants
The pressure constants are used in various combinations to configure the analyzer for output
in dew point temperature (in °C or °F) or water vapor pressure (in psia or bar). Note that
dew point temperature output is limited to -110°C. Several configuration flags from the
Flags2 list in Chapter 5 affect pressure constants and analyzer outputs as follows:
Flag 1 When enabled, invokes calculations for output in dew point temperature (°C)
Flag 2 When enabled, invokes calculations for output in vapor pressure
(psia)
Flag 8 When enabled, all pressure units will be in bar, rather than psia
Flag 64 When enabled, dew point temperature output will be in °F, rather
than °C



Live pressure signal to analog input is limited to a maximum of 10Vdc.

NOTE

Press_Span

For dew point or vapor pressure calculations where process pressure is known to fluctuate, enter the multiplication factor (psia/volt)
used in conjunction with Press_Offset to convert a live voltage input
from a pressure transmitter into actual process pressure. The value
is determined by the specific pressure transmitter being used.

Press_Offset

For dew point or vapor pressure calculations where process pressure is known to fluctuate, enter the additive factor (psia) used in
conjunction with Press_Span to convert voltage input from a pressure
transmitter into actual process pressure. The value is determined by
the specific pressure transmitter being used where the transmitters
minimum output is not zero.
For dew point or vapor pressure calculations where process pressure
is known to be stable, enter the known process pressure (psia) for
Press_Offset and zero for Press_Span. Note that the calculations will
be based on this value. If process pressure is changed, the value of
Press_offset must be also be changed.
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Other Constants
Temp_Span

The multiplication factor (°C/volt) used in conjunction with Temp_Offset to convert voltage input from cell oven thermistor into actual cell
temperature. The value is factory set and should only be changed if the
thermistor is replaced.

Temp_Offset

Enter the additive factor (°C) used in conjunction with Temp_Span to
convert voltage input from oven thermistor into actual cell temperature.
The value is factory set and should only be changed if the thermistor is
replaced.

Flow Span

Enter the multiplication factor (flow rate/volt) used in conjunction with
Flow_Offset to convert voltage input from flowmeter into actual sample
flow rate. If the internal mass flowmeter is installed, the value is factory
set and should only be changed if the flowmeter is replaced.

Flow Offset

Enter the additive factor (flow rate) used in conjunction with
Flow_Span to convert voltage input from flowmeter into actual cell temperature. If the internal mass flowmeter is installed, the value is factory
set and should only be changed if the flowmeter is replaced.

Dry_CF

This parameter, dry cell frequency, is the nominal cell frequency determined during factory calibration of the instrument and is given for
informational purposes only.

Cell_SN

Cell serial number. This value should only be changed if a new cell is
installed.

MoistGen_SN

Moisture generator serial number. This value should only be changed
if a new moisture generator is installed.

Display (Display Flags)
This menu item is used to select the system values to be continuously displayed on the first
three lines of the display screen. Select which line is to be altered by highlighting Line_X_Flag
where X = 1 Þ 3. Enter the flag value from the following list when the "New Value?" prompt is
displayed. Press enter to save change and return to the Configure Menu; press cancel to quit
Except where noted, the same flags are used for the analog output and alarm flags (Chapter 5).
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Display Flag Values
		

Default Display
(Values are for Example ONLY)

0 None
Blank
1 Held Sample Moisture During Equilibration and Cal * 1.00 ppm Vol H2O
6 Flow Rate in sccm (if internal flowmeter only)
* 200 sccm Flow
9 Live Moisture During Equilibration and Cal
* 2.000 Current H2O
10 Cell pressure in psia
* 14.7 psi Cell Press
11 Cell Temperature in °C
* 60.1 Degree Cent
12 Cell Frequency (Cell_Freq) in Hz		 1200 hz Cell Freq
13 Delta Frequency (Delta_Freq) in Hz		 0.50 hz Delta Freq
14 Status of Valve and Alarm Relays
** 010-Alr 00001010 Vlv
15 Period Timers & Cal_Time OR Cal_Timer
** 27-Ref 08:00-Cal
		(See note in Chapter 5:Timing)		 or 27-Ref 003599-Cal
16 Output Range (Channel 1)
** -2.5®2.5 Rcdr Range
17 Zero_Time OR Zero_Timer 		 NOT USED
* These labels can be altered by the user; refer to Labels section for more information.
** These flags are for display lines only, they do not apply to alarm or analog output flags.

Alarms (Alarm Flag)
The alarm flags are used to link high concentration alert to any two of seven system values.
Select the alarm flag to alter by highlighting Alarm_X_Flag where X = 1 or 2. Enter the new
flag value when the "New Value?" prompt is displayed. The values to be entered are identical to Display Flags 1 through 13 (Chapter 5). Press enter to save the change and return to
the Configure Menu; press cancel to quit.

Analog (Analog Flag)
The analog flags are used to link 4 to 20 mA analog outputs 1 and 2 to any two of seven
system values. Select the analog flag to alter by highlighting Output_X_Flag where X = 1
or 2. Enter the new flag value when the "New Value?" prompt is displayed. The values to
be entered are identical to Display Flags 1 through 13 (Chapter 5). Press enter to save the
change and return to the Configure Menu; press cancel to quit.

Passwords
Highlight the access code to be viewed/altered; press enter to select. Enter new four-digit
access code when the "New Value?" prompt is displayed. Press enter to save change and
return to the Passwords Menu; press cancel to quit. Refer to Chapter 4: System Security
and Passwords for information on the various security levels.
Maint_Pswrd

View/alter the Maintenance Level (Level 1) access code.
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Confg_Pswrd


NOTE

View/alter the Configure Level (Level 2) access code.

Setting both the Level 1 and Level 2 access codes to "0000" disables low level security.
Associated menus and system values may be accessed with no access code required; press
enter when access code prompt is displayed. The Level 3 access code cannot be altered.

Timing
Scroll through the following list of menu choices until desired item is highlighted; press
enter to select. Enter the new timer value when the "New Value?" prompt is displayed.
Press enter to save change and return to the Configure Menu; press cancel to quit.
Cal_Time

The time, in 24 hour clock convention, at which the cal cycle is run
automatically. Used only with the AutoCalCycle.

AutoCalCycle

If cal cycle is to be run less frequently than once a day, enter the
number of days to elapse until the next cal cycle. This timer is used
in conjunction with Cal_Time. Cal_Timer should be set to 000000.

AutoZeroCycle

Not Used. Please contact AMETEK Service at 800-537-6044 for more
information on implementing fully automatic zero cycle.

Cal_Timer

Countdown time in seconds between cal cycles. When this timer
reaches zero (times out), a calibration cycle will be initiated. Enter
the new timer value in seconds when the "New Value?" prompt
is displayed. Note that value entered must be in six digit form,
using lead zeros if necessary. Cal_Time should be set to 00:00.


NOTE

THE VARIABLE CAL_TIMER SHOULD NOT BE CONFUSED WITH THE VARIABLE CAL_TIME. IF THE CALIBRATION CYCLE NEEDS TO BE RUN ONCE
A DAY AT THE SAME TIME, CAL_TIME SHOULD BE SET TO THE TIME OF
DAY FOR THE CYCLE TO OCCUR; CAL_TIMER SHOULD BE SET TO 000000. IF
CALIBRATION IS REQUIRED MORE FREQUENTLY, SET CAL_TIME TO 00:00
AND CAL_TIMER TO THE INTERVAL IN SECONDS BETWEEN CYCLES.

Zero_Timer



Not Used. Please contact AMETEK Service at 800-537-6044 for more
information on implementing fully automatic zero cycle.

The following four timers are given in complete cycles, rather than seconds. A complete
cycle is typically 60 seconds.

NOTE
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Cal_Cycles

Number of complete cycles (moisture generator and reference periods) analyzer will remain in calibration mode. This timer is invoked
when Start Auto-Cal function is used (refer to Chapter 4). Note
that if enhanced noise smoothing (boxcar averaging) is being used,
Cal_Cycles should be at least two times the number of cycles used
for averaging (see Avg_Cycles, below).

Zero_Cycles

Number of complete cycles (sample and reference periods) analyzer
will remain in zero mode. This timer is invoked when Start Auto-Zero
function is used (refer to Chapter 4). Note that if enhanced noise
smoothing (boxcar averaging) is being used, Zero_Cycles should
be at least two times the number of cycles used for averaging (see
Avg_Cycles, below).

Equil_Cycles

Number of complete cycles to allow for system equilibration before
and after a cal or zero cycle. This timer is invoked when either Start
Auto-Cal or start Auto-Zero functions are used.



Enhanced noise smoothing (boxcar averaging) will slow analyzer response time.

NOTE

Avg_Cycles


NOTE

Number of complete cycles used to average data when analyzer is
configured to use enhanced noise smoothing (boxcar averaging).
Refer to Chapter 5: Flags2 for more information on configuring the
analyzer to use enhanced noise smoothing.

Instrument is calibrated using the factory set value of Vent_Timer. Altering this value
from the original configuration value will result in invalidation of analyzer calibration.

Vent_Timer

Time in seconds for all off-duty valves to be purged to the bypass
exhaust. The value entered here is the time remaining in the reference, sample, or moisture generator period when the off-duty purge
ends.

Example:
Off-duty valves should be purged for 5 seconds during a 30 second sample period.
Vent_Timer = time left in the sample cycle when the purge ends = 25 seconds.

Moist_Gen
Select this menu item to change the value of the moisture generator stored in computer
memory. This value should not be changed unless a special unit conversion, such as ppmv
to lbs/MMscf, is required or if the moisture generator is replaced. Enter new moisture generator value when the "New Value?" prompt is displayed. Press enter to save change and
return to the Configure Menu; press cancel to quit.
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Serial
Highlight the serial communication parameter to be viewed/altered; press enter to select.
Enter new value for parameter when the "New Value?" prompt is displayed. Press enter to
save change and return to the Serial Menu; press cancel to quit. Refer to the Serial Communication section (Chapter 6) for more information on the RS-485 serial interface.
RS485_Baud

Serial communication baud rate; refer to Chapter 6I: Wiring Configuration and Baud Rate for baud rate code to be entered. Note
that analyzer must be reset after baud rate is set or changed. Reset
by cycling power or running Watchdog Test in Chapter 7.

RS485_Address

Analyzer serial address in three-digit form. If serial communication
is not being used, address should be set to 000. If one analyzer is
on line, serial address is 200. Refer to Chapter 6: Read and Write
Protocol for information on addressing multiple analyzers.

Flags1 (Configuration Flags)
The following list of software configuration features can be selected or deselected by altering the value of Flags_1. The Flags_1 value is essentially a set of positions for eight bits,
or one byte, of computer logic. Each bit position has a specific binary value when turned
ON; all bits have a value of zero when turned OFF. The value entered for Flags1 is the
sum of bit values for all of the features to be selected. Enter the new flag value when the
"New Value?" prompt is displayed. Press enter to save change and return to the Configure
Menu; press cancel to quit.
Bit Value

Function (Section Reference)

1

Enable Auto-Range for Analog Output 1 (Chapter 4)

2

Use Range/Cal Alert for "data valid" signal to data acquisition system
(Chapter 4)

4

Use Concentration/Cal Alert for "data valid" signal to data acquisition system
(Chapter 4)

8

Reverse operation of alarm relays (Chapter 2)

16

NO Span Adjustment During Auto-Cal Cycle (Chapter 4)

32

Make outputs track at all times (including calibration, zero, and equilibration cycles)

64

Display negative moisture value as zero

128

Use non-verbose display mode for display line 4; system alarms only will
be displayed (no informational messages)
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Example:

Features to be enabled are Auto-Range (bit value = 1) and Output Tracking
(bit value = 32).
The new value for the Flags1 = 1 + 32 = 33

Noise
Noise spikes that may occur in low ppmv applications can be eliminated using the Infinite Impulse Response Filter formula. The values entered for Freq_Noise, Press_Noise,
Temp_Noise, and Flow_Noise represent the multiplicative noise smoothing factors (between
0.1 and 1.0) for these parameters. The noise smoothing values are factory set to 1.0 which
essentially disables noise smoothing. Highlight the variable to be altered; press enter to
select. Enter new noise smoothing coefficient when the "New Value?" prompt is displayed.
Press enter to save change and return to the Noise Menu; press cancel to quit.
Note that infinite impulse noise filtering is disabled when enhanced noise smoothing (boxcar averaging) is enabled. Refer to Chapter 5: Flags2 for more information on enabling
enhanced noise smoothing.

Level 3 Configure Menu
Figure 5-2 shows the sub-menus of the Configure Menu when the Level 3 access code
has been entered. Scroll up, down, left, and right until desired menu item is highlighted;
press enter to continue.

!
CAUTION

The constants and variables which may be altered in the Level 3 Configure Menu greatly
affect analyzer function and signal processing. The default values for many of these
variables are determined during factory calibration of the instrument. DO NOT change
the values of system constants and variables without full understanding of their effects
on analyzer function and output data.

PolyCoef (Polynomial Coefficients)

!
CAUTION

The polynomial coefficients used in the moisture concentration calculations vary from
instrument to instrument and are determined during factory calibration. With the exception of Coefficient D, these values should never be changed unless factory service is
performed or a major component is changed.

Select this menu item to alter the values of the polynomial coefficients contained in the
formula used to calculate moisture concentration. Press cancel to roll through the variables
PolyCoeff_X where X = 0, 1, 2, 3, D, E. Enter the new coefficient value when the "New
Value?" prompt is displayed. Enter the new limit value when the "New Value?" prompt
is displayed. Press enter to save change and display the next coefficient; press cancel as
required to quit.
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Level 2
Configure Menu

PolyCoeff_0
PolyCoeff_1
PolyCoeff_2
PolyCoeff_3
PolyCoeff_D
PolyCoeff_E

Temp_Set_Pt
Propor_Band
Temp_Reset
Convr_Factor
Moist_Span

→

To Access:
Press test/config button
Enter Level 2 Access Code
Highlight Configure Menu
Press enter

Alter Moist Label
Alter Press Label
Alter Temp Label
Alter Flow Label
Alter Current Label
Alter Moist Gen Lbl

PolyCoef
Labels
Constants
Flags2
LVL2 Conf
Timers
Default Memory

ENTER = ERASE Memory
CANCEL = Do Not Erase

Enter New Value
Prg_Ref_Tmr
Prg_Meas_Tmr
Prg_Flow_Tmr

Switch to Level 2
Configure Menu
Figure 5-2 Level 3 Configure Menu

Labels
This menu item is used to change the text and format of the first three display lines. Highlight
the label to be changed, press enter. Use the left and right arrows to highlight the character
to be changed then use the up and down arrows to scroll through the list of available ASCII
characters. Press enter to select a character. Note that the character ~ indicates a placeholder
for a numerical display including decimal points and negative signs; a total of eight places
is allowed. Do not erase the leading ~ placeholder; add or remove a ~ placeholder from
the right-hand side only. When finished, press enter to save and cancel to quit.
The following labels may be altered:
Alter Moisture Label 		
Default: ~~~ ppm Vol H2O
(Line_X_Flag = 1: Held Moisture During Equilibration and Cal)
Alter Pressure Label 		
Default: ~~~~~ psi Cell Prs
(Line _X_Flag = 10: Cell Pressure)
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Alter Temperature Label
Default: ~~~~ Degree Cent
(Line_X_Flag = 11: Cell Temperature in °C)
Alter Flow Label 		
Default: ~~~~~ sccm Flow
(Line_X_Flag = 6: Flow Rate) Note that internal flowmeter is necessary for this data to be
available.
Alter Current Label 		
Default: ~~~~~~ Current H2O
(Line_X_Flag = 9: Live Moisture including Equilibration and Cal)
Alter Moist Gen Label (Displayed on Line 1 when moisture generator has flows during cal)
Default: ~~~~~~ Moist Gen ppx ®
ppb on Model 5800
							ppm on Model 5812

Constants
Use the arrow keys to scroll through the following list of system constants until item to be
altered is highlighted; press enter to select. Enter the new constant value when the "New
Value?" prompt is displayed. Press enter to save change and return to the Constants Menu;
press cancel to quit.
Temp_Set_Pt

Cell oven temperature set point in °C. This value is factory set and
should not be changed unless factory service is performed.

Propor_Band

Oven temperature sliding bandwidth in °C. Used by the proportional
temperature controller. This value is factory set and should not be
changed unless factory service is performed.

Temp_Reset

Oven temperature integral factor of control within the Propor_Band
range. Used by the proportional temperature controller. This value
is factory set and should not be changed unless factory service is
performed.

Convr_Factor

Constant used to convert moisture concentration units of measure
(example: conversion from ppm to lbs/MMscf).

Moist_Span

The constant cell calibration factor; refer to Chapter 4: Cell Calibration and Zero Offset.

Flags2 (Configuration Flags)
Items of the following list of software configuration features can be selected by altering the
value of the variable Flags2. The Flags2 value is essentially a set of positions for eight bits, or
one byte, of computer logic. Each bit position has a specific binary value when turned ON;
all bits have a value of zero when turned OFF. Similar to Flags1, the value entered for the
Flags2 is the sum of binary values for all of the features to be selected. Refer to sections in
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parentheses for more information on the various configuration flags. Enter new flag value
when the "New Value?" prompt is displayed. Press enter to save change and return to the
Configure Menu; press cancel to quit.
Bit Value

Function (Section Reference)

1

Enable dew point calculation (Chapter 5)

2

Enable vapor pressure calculation (Chapter 5)

4

Use enhanced noise smoothing (Boxcar Averaging). Note that a value
must also be assigned to the timer Avg_Cycles to use this feature.
(Chapter 5)

8

Use bar (rather than psi) absolute for all pressure units (Chapter 5)

16

NO Coefficient D adjustment in zero cycle (Chapter 4)

32

Not Used

64

Dew point temperature in °F

Example:		

Features to be enabled are Enhanced Noise Smoothing (bit value = 4) and
Disable Coefficient D adjustment (bit value = 16)

		
The new value for the Flags2 = 4 + 16 = 20

Level 2 Confg Menu (Go to Level 2 Configure Menu)
When enter is pressed with this menu item highlighted, the Level 2 Configure Menu is
accessed immediately. Because the Level 3 access code cannot be altered from the factory
default, this is useful to access Level 2 functions if the Level 2 access code has been changed
or forgotten.

Timers (Measurement Cycle Timers)

!

CAUTION

Analyzer is calibrated using the factory set values for these timers. changing these timers
will result in invalidation of analyzer calibration.

Prg_Ref_Tmr

The reference measurement period. (Default = 0030 seconds)

Prg_Meas_Tmr

The sample measurement period. (Default = 0030 seconds)

Prg_Flow_Tmr

Time in seconds for all valves to close at the end of a measurement
period. During this time, flow through the cell ceases and the cell
frequency is recorded. Note that this function is not necessary for
higher-level concentration (>1ppm) measurements and should be
set to zero.
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Default Memory (Reset Controller to Factory Default Values)
Select this menu item to reset all system configuration parameters to factory default values.
Press enter to reset; press cancel to quit without resetting.

!

CAUTION

!

CAUTION

Before resetting the controller to default configuration, it is advisable to record current
configuration values by selecting View Configuration from the Test/Config Main Menu
(refer to Chapter 4).
Items marked with an asterisk (*) on the configuration data sheet supplied with the analyzer vary from system to system and are determined during the factory calibration of the
instrument. If system is reset to default values, these items must be entered manually
in order to duplicate the original configuration of the specific analyzer. failure to do so
will result in invalidation of analyzer calibration.
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SERIAL COMMUNICATION

The Model 5800 is equipped with an RS-485 serial interface port which
allows the analyzer to be controlled remotely by a computer and makes
networking up to 32 analyzers possible. AMETALK™, a software package
developed specifically for use with AMETEK Controllers, is now available.
Please contact the nearest regional sales office for more information about
AMETALK™.

Hardware Requirements
An RS-485 to RS-232 converter is required to use serial communication.
AMETEK RS-485/RS-232 adapter part number 265858005 includes a special
circuit which disables the transmitter when the analyzer is idle, a necessity for two wire networks. This special adapter also requires a line power
supply, P/N 265858007 (120V, only) or 269128002 (230 V, universal).

!

WARNING

The RS232 to RS485 Adaptor and power supply (if provided) are not
proven to be suitable for use in explosive atmospheres. They must be
located in a safe area. Any cabling, to or from the Adaptor, that passes
into a potentially explosive area must be treated as incendive, and
protected by metallic conduit or other means, consistent with local
electrical codes for hazardous locations.

Wiring Configuration & Baud Rate
Network configuration may be two or four wire mode at 300 to 9600 baud
rate; refer to Figures 11a and 11b for wiring diagrams. The controller
CPU board is factory configured for four wire mode; all dip switches on
S1 are in the up position (on). To change to two wire operation, some dip
switches on S1 should be changed to the down position (off) as shown on
Figure 6-2. Switch S1 is located on the main CPU board and is accessible
by removing the instrument cover.
When configuring the analyzer software for serial communication, the
system value for RS485_Baud must also take the wiring into account. Refer to the following table for correct baud rate values. Refer also to Chapter 5: Serial for more information on setting and changing system values.



System must be reset after changing baud rate. Reset by cycling
power or running the Watchdog Test (Chapter 7)

NOTE
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RS485_Baud Values
Baud Rate

4 Wire

2 Wire

9600

0

10

4800

1

11

2400

2

12

1200

3

13

600

4

14

300

5

15

Read & Write Protocol
For a single controller, the serial address (RS485_Address) is 200; for networked controllers, addresses from 201 to 232 are used. When multiple
analyzers are networked, the address of a specific analyzer must precede
the first of a string of read/write commands destined for that analyzer.
Press and hold the [ALT] key while entering the 3 digit serial address. If
there is doubt about which of the networked controllers is on line at a
given time, type WHO and the active controller will respond with its serial address.
Read commands consist of the letter R (upper or lower case) followed by
the two character alpha-numeric ID code for the system value. Refer to
Table II for Read Only variables and ID Codes. For example, to read the
current value of cell frequency (Cell_Freq) from analyzer 201, the command would be [ALT]+201 followed by R12.
Write commands consist of the letter W (upper or lower case) followed by
the two character alpha-numeric ID code for the variable and the data to
be written to the EPROM. The data field has floating decimal format and
must not exceed eight characters; plus and minus signs and trailing zeros
are permitted but not required. Valid data values range from -0.00001 to
+999999. Refer to Table III (Chapter 7) for Read and Write variables and
ID Codes. For example, to write a new value of 2.5 to Max_Span on analyzer 201, the command would be [ALT]+201W382.5.
Calibration and zero cycles can be initiated through the serial interface
by identifying the analyzer to be addressed and typing either CAL or
ZRO. For example, to start a calibration cycle on analyzer 201, type [ALT]
+201CAL. Note that external valves used to switch the sample or reference gas through the dryer must be switched manually before using the
ZRO command.
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Figure 6-1: Serial
Communication - Two Wire
Configuration
Figure 6-2: Serial
Communication - Four Wire
Configuration
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Table II: Read Only System Values
Real Time System Values
System Value

Serial ID

Description

Moisture

01

Current Moisture Held During Equil and Cal

Flow

06

Current Flow Reading (if applicable)

Current_ppm
Cal

09

Current Live Moisture Including Equil and

Pressure
absolute)

10

Current Cell Pressure Reading (psia or bar

Temp

11

Current Cell Oven Temperature (°C)

Cell_Freq

12

Current Cell Frequency (Hz)

Delta_Freq

13

Current Delta Frequency (Hz)

Cal_Err
exists)

19

Current Calibration Error (if error condition

Duty_furn

1A

Current Oven Heater Duty Cycle (%)

Countdown Timers
System Value

Serial ID

Description

Cal_tmr

1B

Seconds remaining in calibration cycle

Per_Tmr

1C

Seconds remaining in current period

Stable_tmr

1D

Stable cycles remaining in calibration

Equil_tmr

1E

Cycles remaining until tracking resumes

CurAutoCal

1F

Days remaining until next auto-cal cycle

CurAutoZer

1G

Not Used

Zero_tmr

1H

Seconds remaining in zero cycle

ZeroStable_tmr

1I

Stable cycles remaining in zero
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50

Dry Cell Frequency

Cell Calibration Factor

Description

21
23

Normal_Press
Menu→Constants

Temp_Set_Pt

Flow_Offset
Menu→Constants

Flow_Span
Menu→Constants

Temp_Offset
Menu→Constants

Temp_Span
Menu→Constants

Press_Offset
Menu→Constants

28

27

26

25

24

22

20

Press_Span
Menu→Constants

Moist_Gen
Gen

52

MoistGen_SN
Menu→Constants

Cell Temperature Set Point (Default = 60 C)

Flow Offset

Flow Span

Temperature Offset

Temperature Span

Pressure Used for Cell Calibration

Pressure Offset Used for Live or Constant Pressure

Pressure Span Used for Live Pressure Input

Moisture Generator Value

Moisture Generator Serial Number

Cell_SN
51
Analyzer Cell Serial Number
ConfigureMenu→Constants

Dry_CF
Menu→Constants

18

Serial ID

Moist_Span
Menu→Constants

System Value

Constants and Polynomial Coefficients

config/test→Level 3 Configure

config/test→Level 2 Configure

config/test→Level 2 Configure

config/test→Level 2 Configure

config/test→Level 2 Configure

config/test→Level 2 Configure

config/test→Level 2 Configure

config/test→Level 2 Configure

config/test→Level 2 Configure Menu→Moist_

config/test→Level 2 Configure

config/test→Level 2

config/test→Level 2 Configure

config/test→Level 3 Configure

Path

Table III: Read and Write System Values
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39

44

47

Offset_1_Lo

Offset_2

Offset_1_High

Output_2

Output_1_Hi

49

48

46

45

43

42

Output_1_Lo

FlowNoise

Press_Noise

41

Temp_Noise

Freq_Noise
40
Menu→Constants

38

37

Max_Zero

Max_Span

Max_Zer_Err

36

35

34

Max_Cal_Error

Alarm_2_Low

Alarm_1_Low

33

32

Alarm_1_Hi

Alarm_2_Hi

Serial ID

System Value

4 mA value of analog out 2

4 mA value of analog out 1 high range

4 mA value of analog out 1 low range

20 mA value of analog out 2

20 mA value of analog out1 high range

20 mA value of analog out 1 low range

Multiplier for Infinite Impulse Noise Smoothing

Multiplier for Infinite Impulse Noise Smoothing

Multiplier for Infinite Impulse Noise Smoothing

Multiplier for Infinite Impulse Noise Smoothing

Max allowable Coefficient D (PolyCoeff_D)

Max allowable cell span (Moist_Span)

Max deviation from zero of new coefficient D value

Max deviation between new and existing span

Upper Level of Concentration Alarm 2

Lower Level of Concentration Alarm 1

Upper Level of Concentration Alarm 2

Upper Level of Concentration Alarm 1

Description

Alarm Levels, Noise Factors, and Range Limits

analog range→Αlter RangeLimits

analog range→Αlter RangeLimits

analog range→Αlter RangeLimits

analog range→Αlter RangeLimits

analog range→Αlter RangeLimits

analog range→Αlter RangeLimits

config/test→Level 2 Configure Menu→Constants

config/test→Level 2 Configure Menu→Constants

config/test→Level 2 Configure Menu→Constants

config/test→Level 2 Configure

alarm→Αlter Alarm Levels

alarm→Αlter Alarm Levels

alarm→Αlter Alarm Levels

alarm→Αlter Alarm Levels

alarm→Αlter Alarm Levels

alarm→Αlter Alarm Levels

alarm→Αlter Alarm Levels

alarm→Αlter Alarm Levels

Path

Table III: Read and Write System Values (continued)
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C7

Zero_Cycles

Z2

PM

Real Time

T1

PR

Prg_Meas_Tmr

Prg_Ref_Tmr

PS

Prg_Flow_Tmr
		

Z1

Zero_Timer

Zero_Time

C9

C8

AutoZerCycle

AutoCalCycle

Avg_Cycles
C5
			

C4

C3

Equil_Cycles

Cal_Cycles

C2

C1

Cal_Time

Cal_Timer

Serial ID

System Value

Timers

Time of Day

Duration of sample measurement period

Duration of reference measurement period

Duration of flow stoppage for delta frequency
measurement

Not Used

Not Used

Not Used

Days between auto-cal cycles; used with Cal_Time

Complete cycles remaining in zero cycle

Complete cycles used for infinite impulse noise
smoothing

Complete cycles to allow for equilibration

Complete cycles to remain in calibration mode

Seconds between cal cycles

Time of day for auto-cal

Description

config/test→Level 1 Configure Menu→SetTimeofDay

config/test→Level 3 Configure Menu→Timers

config/test→Level 3 Configure M`enu→Timers

config/test→Level 3 Configure Menu→Timers

config/test→Level 2 Configure Menu→Timing

config/test→Level 1 Configure Menu→SetAutoZeroTime

config/test→Level 2 Configure Menu→Timing

config/test→Level 2 Configure Menu→Timing

config/test→Level 2 Configure Menu→Timing

config/test→Level 2 Configure Menu→Timing

config/test→Level 2 Configure Menu→Timing

config/test→Level 2 Configure Menu→Timing

config/test→Level 2 Configure Menu→Timing

config/test→Level 1 Configure Menu→SetAutoCalTime

Path

Table III: Read and Write System Values (continued)
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Flag to change information displayed on line 1		

F4

F6

Line_1_Flag

Line_3_Flag

F5

L3
L5

Temp_Label

Current_Label

Flow_Label

L4

L2

L1

Moist_Label

Press_Label

Serial ID

F0

F9

System Value

Labels

Output2_Flag

Output1_Flag

Alarm_1_Flag
F7
			
Alarm_2_Flag
F8
			

Line_2_Flag

config/test→Level 2 Configure Menu→Display

config/test→Level 2 Configure Menu→Display

config/test→Level 2 Configure Menu→Display

config/test→Level 3 Configure Menu→Flags2

config/test→Level 2 Configure Menu→Flags1

Path

Live Moisture Label

Gas Flow Rate Label (if applicable)

Cell Temperature Label

Cell Pressure Label

Held Moisture Label

Description

Flag to change parameter linked to analog out 2		

Flag to change parameter linked to analog out 1		

config/test→Level 3 Configure Menu→Labels

config/test→Level 3 Configure Menu→Labels

config/test→Level 3 Configure Menu→Labels

config/test→Level 3 Configure Menu→Labels

config/test→Level 3 Configure Menu→Labels

Path

config/test→Level 2 Configure Menu→Analog

config/test→Level 2 Configure Menu→Analog

Flag to change parameter linked to concentration		
config/test→Level 2 Configure Menu→Alarms
alarm 1
Flag to change parameter linked to concentration
config/test→Level 2 Configure Menu→Alarms
alarm 2			

Flag to change information displayed on line 3		

Flag to change information displayed on line 2		

Binary value for 2nd set of configuration flags 		
(see page 4-9)

Binary value for 1st set of configuration flags 		
(see page 4-6)

Flags_1
F1
			

Flags_2
F2
			

Description		

System Value Serial ID

Configuration, Display, Alarm, and Output Flags

Table III: Read and Write System Values (continued)

Troubleshooting and Maintenance
System Alarms

!

WARNING

The sample syhstem has been leak checked at the factory. A Helium leak
test has been used to verify the integrity of all tubing and fittings in the
sample oven. Any maintenance that replaces a component in the sample
oven requires a leak test to ensure that no dangerous gases can escape.
The sample system should be pressurized to 90 psi and the Helium
concentration in the sample oven should be less than 6 ppm by volume.

The system alarm contacts are activated when a condition exists which makes the analyzer
output questionable. The following error messages will be displayed on the bottom line of
the analyzer display when a system alarm condition exists:
CELL TEMP ALERT		

Activates when cell temperature deviates by more than
0.2 C from setpoint (Temp_Set_Pt).

LOW CELL FREQUENCY		

Activates when measured cell frequency is < 500 Hz.

HIGH CELL FREQUENCY		

Activates when measured cell frequency is > 3500 Hz.

NEGATIVE DELTA FREQUENCY		

Activates when delta frequency is < - 1 Hz.

ZERO ERROR		

Activates when the new calculated value of coefficient
D (PolyCoeff_D) exceeds the limits Max_Zero_Err or
Max_CD Refer to Part III: for more information on
these limits.

CAL ERROR		

Activates when the new calculated span value (Moist_
Span) exceeds the limits Max_Cal_Err or Max_Span
Refer to Part III for more information on these limits.

DISPLAY OVER-RANGED		

A displayed value exceed the allotted display area.

MEMORY IS CORRUPTED		

The RAM or RAM battery has failed causing factory
default parameters to be loaded into memory.

It is common for some of these system alarms to activate momentarily during normal
operation, especially during equilibration periods between measurement cycles. If system
alarm persists, there may be a problem with the measuring cell, the moisture generator, or
the thermal controller. Please contact AMETEK service at (800) 537-6044 if system alarm
fails to shut off.
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Computer Operating Properly Alarm
This alarm, also known as the COP or watchdog alarm, activates when normal CPU logic
flow is disrupted. Possible triggers of this alarm are power failure, internal power failure,
software problems, or extreme electronic interference. When activated, the COP alarm
generates a system reset but software configuration parameters are retained. The system
does not have to be reconfigured.

System Tests Menu
Numerous self test routines can be run periodically or used to assist in troubleshooting the
instrument. Press the test/config button and enter the level 1 or higher password. Scroll
down to System Tests Menu and press enter. Highlight a test from the following list; follow
directions displayed on screen.



Normal serial communications will be disabled while system tests are
running.

NOTE

Test Display

Verifies that each segment of the display is functioning properly
be displaying a checkerboard pattern for several seconds and then
reversing it. Press enter to begin test or cancel to quit.

Test Analog Out

Sets the signal on the analog output to a mA value corresponding to
any percentage of full scale for those outputs. Default percentage is
0% which sets the outputs to 4 mA; a different percentage from -15%
to +100% may be entered at the "New Value?" prompt. The following table lists the correct value of the 4 to 20 mA signal for various
percentages. Press enter to begin test or cancel to quit.

% of
Full Scale		 Output (mA)
-15
-10
-5
0
5
10
15
20

1.6
2.4
3.2
4.0
4.8
5.6
6.4
7.2
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%
Full Scale		
Output (mA)
		
25
8.0
30
8.8
35
9.6
40
10.4
45
11.2
50
12.0
55
12.8
60
13.6

% of
Full Scale
65
70
75
80
85
90
95
100

Output (mA)
14.4
15.2
16.0
16.8
17.6
18.4
19.2
20.0

Test Analog Inpts

Verifies that voltage signals from cell oven thermistor, internal flowmeter (if installed), and process pressure transmitter (if live pressure
input is being used) are present and tracking. Press enter to begin
test or cancel to quit. First three lines of the display will appear as
follows:
Cell Oven

					
00100 00100
Thermistor
Pressure (if applicable)
					
32625 30342
Flow Rate (if applicable)
					
29825 00100
The numbers shown here are for example only. Count values in active input fields will
be changing.
When running Test Valve Relays or Test Alarm Relays, it is useful to
assign display flag 14, Status of Valve and Alarm Relays, to one of the
display lines. Refer to Part IV: Display Flags for more information on
configuring the display. The flagged display line will read as follows:

!

CAUTION

4 - Concentration Alert

0 1 0 -Alm 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 -Vlv

3 - Range Alert
2 - System Alarm

!

CAUTION

Relays 8 → 5
Not Used

2 - Moisture
3 - Reference

4 - Valve Signal

User recording equipment using alarm relays as input must be placed
off-line before running the alarm relays test.

Test Alarm Relays

Verifies function of alarm contacts. All alarm relays are energized
(equal to 1) when test begins. At the "Number Key to Toggle?" prompt,
press 2 for System Alarm contacts, 3 for Range Alert contacts, or 4 for
Concentration Alert contacts. Press enter to begin test or cancel to
quit. Selected alarm contacts will toggle to de-energized (equal to
0).

Test Valve Relays

Verifies function of valve relays. All valve relays are de-energized
(equal to 0) when test begins. At the "Number Key to Toggle?" prompt,
enter the number of the relay to test (1 through 4). Press enter to
begin test or cancel to quit. Selected valve contacts will toggle to
energized (equal to 1).

Test Watchdog

Verifies function of the Computer Operating Properly (watchdog)
alarm by introducing an anomaly in the computer logic which should
activate the alarm. If functioning properly, a system reset will occur
and the display will return to normal operating screen. If test fails,
system will shutdown and require an AC power off/on to reboot.
Press enter to begin test or cancel to quit.
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Test Serial Port

Verifies the data flow to the RS-485 serial port. The serial port connector must be removed from the port to run this test. If using the
four-wire serial communication mode, a feedback loop must be
provided by connecting 2W+/4WTX+ to 4WRX+ and 2W-/4WTX- to
4WRX-. Press enter to begin test or cancel to quit.

Test RAM

Verifies the operation of the computer's random access memory. At
"System Will Not Run - Remove Power Now" prompt, turn off AC
source. Wait at least two minutes and turn on power. If RAM test is
successful, "RAM Tested Good - Enter To Continue" will be displayed.
Press enter; boot up information will be displayed for several seconds
and then display will return to normal operation screen. Note that
this test is run every time the analyzer is rebooted.

Maintenance
Battery Replacement

!

Replacement of the battery in the Analyzer shall be performed by an
approved technician only.

!

To prevent possible electric shock, or personal injury, equipment must
be completely turn off before replacing the battery.

!

Do not disconnect the equipment unless power has been switched off or
the area is known to be non-hazardous.

WARNING

WARNING

WARNING

Battery Specification
Battery Type: TL-5276/W
Nominal capacity @ 1 mA, to 2V
Rated voltage
Maximum recommended continuous current
Maximum pulse current capability
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1.0 Ah
3.6 V
50 mA
100 mA

1. Mount battery (bat1 & xbt1) to top of U16, U17 and RN3. Ensure that red
wire goes to pin 1 (+) of XBT1 connector.
2. Add 1/4" dollop of silicone glue to one side of the clip where it meets the
battery to hold the battery. After installing in the clip.

Figure 7-1 Battery Maintenance

Model 5800 and 5812:
•

Run analyzer cell zero and calibration cycles periodically at user discretion.

•

Check sample lines and connections for leaks on a regular schedule.

Model 5800 only:
•

Replace the 800 ppb moisture generator annually.

•

Replace the internal mini-dryer in the event of a major process upset or contamination.
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AMETEK Service and Parts
Service
If the Model 5800 Analyzer is not operating to specifications, please contact one of the
AMETEK service offices listed below for technical assistance or information on worldwide
service locations. Due to the delicate nature of the major analyzer components, service
must be performed by AMETEK factory trained service personnel.
To ensure prompt service, please have the following readily available:
•

Instrument Type and Model Number

•

Instrument Serial or Sales Order Number
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?? ANSWERS TO YOUR QUESTIONS
The choice is yours...

Whether by phone or in person, we can meet the needs required to keep
your analyzer running at peak performance. Our factory is located in
Newark, Delaware with a satellite location in Houston, Texas. Depending
on the programs you select; we will have a factory trained representative
talking to you within minutes - 24 hours a day, 365 days a year or on site
within 24 hours. We also stock parts at both of our locations.

MINUTES OR HOURS,

AMETEK SERVICE & AFTERMARKET
ANYTIME / ANYWHERE

WE'RE THERE FOR YOU

SALES SUPPORT

• PRE-lNSTALLATlON INSPECTIONS

• ASAP

To insure you order the correct analyzer with the
options your operation requires, schedule a factory
trained Service Engineer to inspect the proposed
analyzer location. The on-site charge for this visit
can be deducted from the start-up charge, if you
select that option.

AMETEK SERVICE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
AMETEK's exclusive ASAP program lets you select
a service package from a menu of service options.
ASAP options include 24 hour phone support, 24
hour on-site guarantee, rapid parts shipment, and
many more service benefits. ASAP plans may be
written to provide coverage for a single analyzer or
all of the AMETEK process analyzers at your facility.

• START UPS
Your decision to buy an AMETEK analyzer is greatly
appreciated. After the time and money spent on
your analyzer, wouldn't you expect a fast and successful start up? We can insure that will happen!
Schedule us to be there before you power up the
system. We will guarantee a satisfactory commissioning of your analyzer.

• WARRANTY VALIDATION
Upon start-up, we will validate your 1 year warranty. This validation will enable you to extend
your warranty for 2 or 3 years. AMETEK's warranty policy covers all parts, on-site time and travel
time. Incurred costs will be the responsibility of
the customer.

• WARRANTY EXTENSIONS
AMETEK offers a 2 or 3 year warranty extension
for your analyzers. The warranty is identical to the
original policy supplied with the analyzer.

• AFTERMARKET SALES
Our Aftermarket Sales group will keep you supplied
with the parts to maintain your analyzer to factory
specifications. This is also the group that will keep
your analyzer current with upgrades and retrofits.

• TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Just call 1-800-537-6044 and a factory trained Service
Engineer will be there to answer your questions.
With over 200 years of combined field service experience, our engineers are available to provide
operational support or troubleshooting expertise.

• TRAINING
We will train your service technicians at our Technology Transfer Center located in Newark, Delaware,
or at your facility. Our TTC has equipment similar
to yours for hands-on training. A diploma will be
presented upon completion of the course.

• SPARE PARTS KITS
Spare parts kits are available for all AMETEK
analyzers. These kits are conveniently arranged
to enable each customer to repair 75% to 95% of
all failures likely to occur.
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PROCESS INSTRUMENTS
455 Corporate Blvd., Newark, Delaware 19702
Telephone: (302) 456-4400 1-800-537-6044
Fax: (302) 456-4444

Replacement Parts
Table IV lists the replacement parts available for the Model 5800 Moisture Analyzer.
Please contact the AMETEK Sales office (800-222-6789) for pricing and ordering information.

Model 5800 Replacement Parts
AMETEK
Part Number

Part Description
Moisture Generator, 0.8 ppm (nominal)*

571 049 903

Mass Flow Meter (optional)

203 457 004

Cell Assembly *

563 075 926

EPROM

580 089 902S

Card Cage Assembly w/ Back Plane

590 027 903

Pressure Regulator, SST

269 696 000

Filter, Bulkhead

571 025 001

Filter Element and Seal*

560 503 901

Solenoid Valve, 15 Vdc

258 156 002

Rear Panel Fan Assembly

590 022 901

Ultra Dryer Assembly

560 040 907

Relay Terminal Assembly

590 039 901

Main Controller PCB Assembly

804 400 901

Power Supply PCB Assembly

T460-048

Display, PCB Assembly

42373JE

Filter, Fan

280 926 001

Flow restrictor, 0.001" Dia.capillary assembly 580 011 901
Voltage Select Assembly

590 112 902

Fuse, 1A F Type*

205 224 039

Fuse, 2A F Type*

205 224 050

P14 115 Vac

590 113 901

P14 230 Vac

590 113 902

Instrument Manual

580 088 901

Flowmeter Kit

571 067 901

Tubing, 0.125 inch OD SST

571 061 017

RS-485 to RS-232 Converter

265 858 005

RS Converter Power Supply, 120V

265 858 007

RS Converter Power Supply, Universal

269 128 002

RS-485 Connector Cover

580 231 901

* Recommended Stock Spare Parts
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Additional Parts List for the Model 5812
Part Description

AMETEK Part Number

Cell Assembly Assymetric Timing Cycle		

563075925

Cell Assembly Standard Timing Cycle		

563075933

External Dryer, 3A Molecular Sieve		

560040901

Contaminant Trap Assembly		

560040903

Replacement Molecular Sieve (4 lb can)		

207599000

Activated Charcoal for Trap (4 lb can)		

206478000
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ANALOG OUTPUTS
Configuring for Output in lbs/MMscf
The Model 5800 Analyzer is normally programmed to calculate moisture concentration in
parts per million volume (ppmv). The analyzer can also be configured to convert ppmv
to pounds per million standard cubic feet (lbs/MMscf), a unit of measure commonly used
in the natural gas industry. Use the following procedure to configure analog outputs and
controller display for moisture in lbs/MMscf.
The relationship between ppmv and lbs/MMscf at 15.6°C (60°F) and 101.3 kPa absolute
(14.7 psia) is:
			

1 ppmv = 4.76 x 10-2 lbs/MMscf

				= 0.0476 lbs/MMscf
1. The factory set system values for conversion factor (Convr_Factor), and stored
moisture generator (Moist_Gen) must be adjusted to reflect the conversion.
Convr_Factor must be set to 0.0476. In addition, Moist_Gen must be multiplied
by 0.0476.
a.

Refer to Chapter V: Constants to change Convr_Factor to the
new value.

b.

Refer to Chapter V: Moist_Gen to change Moist_Gen to the
new value.

2. Refer to Chapter V: Display Flags to set flag for display line 1, 2, or 3 to either
Held Moisture (Flag = 1) or Live Moisture (Flag = 9). Refer to Chapter V: Labels
to change the display line format as follows:
If display flag is Held Moisture (Flag = 1), change display label (L1)
		
		

from: ~~~~ ppm Vol H2O
to:
~~~~~ H2O lbs/MMscf (for example)

If display flag is Live Moisture (Flag = 9), change display label (L-5)
		
		

from: ~~~~~~ Current H2O
to:
~~~~~ H2O lbs/MMscf (for example)
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GAS CONVERSION CHART
Flow Correction Factor for Gases Other Than Air
If the optional mass flowmeter (PN 203457004) is installed, use the following chart to select
the new value of the system constant Flow_Span for the type of gas being analyzed. Please
refer to Chapter V for infomation on changing the value of Flow_Span.

GAS CONVERSION CHART
GAS

SYMBOL Flow_Span

GAS

SYMBOL Flow_Span

Acetylene
Allene
Air
Ammonia
Argon
Arsine
Boron Trifluoride
Boron Trichloride
Bromotrifluoromethane (Freon-13B1)
Carbon Monoxide
Carbon Dioxide
Carbon Difluoride
Carbon Disulfide
Carbon Tetrachloride
Carbonyl Sulfide
Chlorine
Chlorotrifluoromethane (Freon-13)
Chlorodifluoromethane (Freon-22)
Deuterium
Diborane
Dichlorosilane
Dichlorodifluoromethane (Freon-12)
Dichlorofluoromethane (Freon-21)
1, 2 - Dichlorotetrafluoroethane
(Freon-114)
Ethane
Ethylene
Ethylene Oxide
Fluoroform (Freon-23)
Freon-500
Freon-502
Germane
Helium
Hexafluoroethane (Freon-116)
Hydrogen

C 2H 2
C 3H 3
~~~
NH3
Ar
AsH3
BF3
BCI3
CBrF3
CO
CO2
COF2
CS2
CCl4
COS
Cl2
CClF3
CHClF2
D2
B 2H 6
SiH2Cl2
CCl2F2
CHCl2F
C2Cl2F4

0.611
0.437
1.002
0.729
1.398
0.673
0.531
0.426
0.388
1.000
0.763
0.568
0.623
0.320
0.686
0.873
0.404
0.473
0.997
0.471
0.435
0.372
0.440
0.219

C 2H 6
C 2H 4
C2H4O
CHF3
~~~
~~~
GeH4
He
C 2F 6
H2

0.449
0.625
0.569
0.528
0.352
0.343
0.591
1.445
0.255
1.024

Hydrogen Chloride
HCl2
1.000
Hydrogen Fluoride
HF
1.000
Hydrogen Sulfide
H 2S
0.806
Hydrogen Bromide
HBr
1.000
Hydrogen Selenide
H2Se
0.795
Methane
CH4
0.730
Monochloropentafluoroethane
C2CLF5
0.251
(Freon-115)		
Neon
Ne
1.401
Nitric Oxide
NO
0.972
Nitrogen
N2
1.000
Nitrogen Dioxide
NO2
0.755
Nitrous Oxide
N 2O
0.734
Nitrogen Trifluoride
NF3
0.506
Oxygen
O2
0.994
Phosphine
PH3
0.706
Propane
C3H8
0.360
Propylene
C3H6
0.427
Silane
SiH4
0.625
Silicon Tetrafluoride
SiF4
0.364
Silicon Tetrachloride
SiCl4
0.294
Sulfur Dioxide
SO2
0.703
Sulfur Hexafluoride
SF6
0.285
Tetrafluoromethane (Freon-14)
CF4
0.445
Trichlorotrifluoromethane
C2Cl3F3
0.211
(Freon-113)
Trichlorofluoromethane (Freon-11)
CCl3F3
0.344
Tungsten Hexafluoride
WF6
0.226
Uranium Hexafluoride
UF6
0.223
Chloroform
CHCl3
0.410
Germanium Tetrachloride
GeCl4
0.277
Methyl Chloride
CH3Cl
0.652
Disilane
Si2H6
0.329
Perfluoropropane
C3F8
0.178
Germanium Tetrafluoride
GeF4
0.325
1, 3, Butadiene
CH
0.324
Octafluorocyclobutane
CF
0.167
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COEFFICIENT

Manual Coefficient D Correction Procedure
Background
Sample and reference gases travel different paths to the analyzer cell. The
components they pass through outgas at constant but different rates. This
results in a different amount of moisture being sorbed by the gases and
creates an offset frequency between the sample and reference gases. This
offset must be eliminated from the measured cell delta frequency which
is used to determine the moisture content of the sample gas. The correction is done by using the offset frequency, also known as coefficient D (the
system value PolyCoeff_D), in the moisture calculations.
If manually actuated valves are being used to divert sample flow through
the dryer for the coefficient D adjustment, the following procedure is
used to correct coefficient D manually.


NOTE

For higher-level (>1 ppmv) concentration applications, the cell zero
offset may be so small that it has no effect on moisture concentration
measurements. If this is the case, the factory set value of coefficient
D should not need to be altered and the zero cycle may be eliminated
from routine operation.

Procedure
1.

Connect an external dryer so that both the sample and reference gases
flow through the dryer as shown in Figure C1 for analyzers with
single sample/reference inlet port and Figure C2 for analyzers with
separate sample and reference inlet ports.

2.

Verify that both sample and reference flows are 200 mL/min. Adjust
the appropriate pressure regulator (see Figure 1, Chapter 1-2 for the
proper flow rate if required. Flow rate can be read as follows:
a. If analyzer is equipped with optional internal mass flowmeter,
refer to Part V: Display Flags to change the display on line 1 or 3 to
read flow rate. Flow rate in mL/min will be displayed in real time
on the display.
b. If an external flowmeter is installed, flow rate can be read directly
from the flowmeter.
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a. Refer to Chapter IV: View Configuration to view the current
software values for Line_2_Flag, Output2_Flag, Output_2 , and
Offset_2. Record these values so they can be reloaded when the
coefficient D adjustment is completed.
b. Refer to Chapter V: Display Flags to change the value of Line_2_
Flag to 13 (Delta Frequency).
c. Refer to Chapter V: Analog Flags to change the value of Output2_
Flag to 13 (Delta Frequency).
d. Refer to Chapter IV: Analog Button to change the value of
Output_2 to 0.5 and Offset_2 to -0.5.
e. Refer to Chapter V: Polynomial Coefficients to change the value
of PolyCoeff_D to zero.
f.

Return controller to normal operation mode by pressing cancel
until the normal operation screen is displayed. The second line
will now read ~.~~~ hz Delta Freq.

4.

Connect a recorder to analog output 2. Allow at least 30 minutes for
recorder reading to stabilize.

5.

Paying close attention to the positive or negative sign, take an average of the delta frequency readings on display line 2. This is the new
value for coefficient D.

6.

Refer to Chapter V: Polynomial Coefficients to change the value of
PolyCoeff_D to this value.

7.

If desired, return the values for Line_2_Flag, Output2_Flag, Output_2
, and Offset_2 to their original values recorded in step 2. Connect
analog output 2 to its original connections, if any.

8.

Reconfigure the external sample and reference gas connections such
that the sample gas does not pass through the dryer.
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Figure C-1 Gas Connections for 5800
with Single Sample Line

Figure C-2 Gas Connections for
5800 with Separate Sample and
Reference Gas Connections
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* For instructions to retube the internal dryer when the analyzer uses a
separate reference gas can be found in the supplemental information
in the front of this manual.
Figure C-3 Gas Connections for 5800 with
Auto Zero and Flow Diagram
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VARIOUS UNIT CONVERSIONS

This section provides information on the conversion of water vapor pressure values to more commonly used terms, such as parts per million by
volume, dew point, mg/NL, and lbs/MMscf.

Water Vapor Pressure and Temperature
Most tables used to express the concentration of water vapor are based on
vapor pressure data of liquid and solid H2O (water and ice). The concentration of water vapor above the liquid or solid is known as the water
vapor pressure. Tables expressing the vapor pressure above ice and water
at various temperatures may be found in the International Critical Tables,
chemical handbooks, or other engineering handbooks. At saturation
pressures above 301 kPa absolute (45 psia), non-ideal gas corrections are
required.

					water partial pressure (Pv) psia @ temperature
parts per million by volume = —————————————————————
x 10
					total
pressure (Pt) psia

Table I: Saturation Vapor Pressure of Water Vapor with Respect to Temperature
			Pressure (mm Hg)

		
Temp °C
– 70
– 60
– 50
– 40
– 30
– 20
– 10
–0
		
0
		
10
		
20
		
30
		
40
		
50
		
60
		
70
		
80
		
90
100

0
0.0019
0.0080
0.0294
0.0964
0.2878
0.7834
1.9643
4.5802
4.5802
9.210
17.548
31.860
55.396
92.639
149.57
233.91
355.40
525.97
760.00

1
-----0.0070
0.0260
0.0859
0.2591
0.7115
1.7979
4.2199
4.924
9.84
18.665
33.735
58.417
97.33
156.62
244.21
370.03
546.26

2
-----0.0061
0.0229
0.0765
0.2231
0.6456
1.6444
3.8868
5.921
10.521
19.844
35.705
61.580
102.23
163.96
254.88
385.16
567.20

3
-----0.0053
0.0202
0.0680
0.2094
0.5854
1.5029
3.5775
5.682
11.235
21.087
37.775
64.889
107.33
171.59
265.96
400.81
588.80

4

5

-----0.0046
0.0178
0.0605
0.1880
0.5303
1.3726
3.2907
6.098
11.992
22.398
39.947
68.350
112.66
179.52
277.43
416.99
611.08

-----0.0040
0.0156
0.0537
0.1686
0.4800
1.2525
3.0248
6.541
12.794
23.780
42.227
71.968
118.20
187.75
289.32
433.71
634.06

6
-----0.0035
0.137
0.0476
0.1511
0.4341
1.1421
2.7785
7.012
13.642
25.235
44.619
75.751
123.98
196.31
301.63
540.99
657.75

7
-----0.0030
.0120
0.0421
0.1352
0.3923
1.0406
2.5505
7.513
14.539
26.767
47.127
79.703
130.00
205.19
314.38
468.84
682.18

8
-----0.0026
0.0105
0.0373
0.1209
0.3541
0.9474
2.3395
8.045
15.487
28.380
49.756
83.830
136.26
214.41
327.59
487.28
707.35

9
-----0.0022
0.0092
0.0329
0.1080
0.3194
0.8618
2.1445
8.610
16.489
30.076
52.510
88.140
142.78
223.98
341.25
506.32
733.28
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Absolute Humidity
The absolute humidity of water vapor in air or other gases is defined as
the pressure of water vapor or as the weight per volume of water vapor.
It is expressed in various units such as grams per liter, grams per cubic
foot, or millimeters of mercury.
Numerical values of water vapor pressure above water and ice are slightly
higher if the system contains air or another atmospheric gas. The difference of water vapor pressure above pure liquid water or solid ice is in
the same system, with air present, is small. When this small difference is
ignored, the absolute humidity values of water vapor pressures in air is
equal to the water vapor pressures above water and ice.

Relative Humidity
The relative humidity of a gas or air pressure is the ratio of the actual or
measured water vapor pressure to the saturation water vapor pressure
(or absolute humidity in the gas at the same temperature) expressed as a
percentage:
			
Pv meas x 100
		 RH = ———————
				Pv saturated
where:
			
			

RH = percent relative humidity
Pv meas = water vapor pressure measured
Pv saturated = absolute water pressure at temperature

When water vapor pressure or absolute humidity is plotted against temperature, a curve is obtained showing the relationship at equilibrium. If
the water vapor is not in equilibrium with water or ice in the system, then
the relative humidity at the particular temperature is not 100 percent.

Dew Point / Frost Point
Dew point is the temperature at which water begins to condense out of a
gas. Dew point is very dependent on pressure, so pressure must be specified before conversion from dew point to other units of moisture is possible. When the dew point is below the freezing point of liquid water, the
water vapor may freeze without going through the liquid phase. A dew
point below 0°C is called the frost point.
Figure D1 gives approximate conversions between gas dew point temperatures (at 760 mm Hg [14.7 psi] absolute pressure) and moisture
concentration based on both weight and volume. Figure D2 is a plot of
dew point and frost point vs. water vapor content in parts per million by
volume (ppmv) at 760 mm Hg (14.7 psi) absolute
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DEW Point
–100

DEW Point
–150

Vapor
.000008
.000010

Parts Per
.01

Parts Per
.07

mg/ t
6 x 10 -9

Lb/MMCF
4 x 10 -7

.02
–95

–140

–90

–130

–85

–80

–120

–110

–75
–100
–70
–90

–80
–60

–50

–70

–60

–50

–40

–40

–30

0.2

–30

.03
0.4

.2

.0004
.0005
.0006

0.6

.3
.4

.0008

1.0

.6

.001

.003
.004

.8
2.0

1.0

3.0
4.0

2.0

5.0

.006

6.0
8.0

.008

10.0

.01

.02
.03
.04
.06
.08

0
–15

30.0
40.0

20

50.0
60.0
70.0
80.0
100

40

400

.40

500
600
700
800
900
1000

–5

1500
2000

4.0

15
20
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50

60

5000
6000
8000

8.0

9000
10,000

18
20

80

24
28

90

34
40

36
100
40
110

.3
.4

.008

.5

.01

.03
.04
.08

100

1.0

2.0
3.0
5.0

10.0

200
300

.3

400
500
600

.5

800

1.0

20.0
30.0

.7

1000

50.0

100

2000

150
3.0

3000
4000

5.0

300

5000

6.0
7.0

400

8.0
9.0
10

500

6000
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600
700
800
900

20,000
20
30,000

30
30,000

70,000

60

80,000

2000

40

60,000

50

1000

20,000

40,000
50,000

200

4.0

9000
10,000

12

70

.006

70

8000

10.0

16

30

Figure D1: Dew Point
Temperature and
Moisture Content by
Weight and Volume
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Conversion Factors
The relationships between water vapor concentration and other units
used to express the concentration of water vapor in a gas are given by the
following equations.
Parts per Million by Volume

x

↓

Factor
     ↓

= Conversion
↓

ppmv
x
8.04 x 10-4 mg/NL
= mg/NL
			
ppmv		 (at 0°C [32°F], 760 mm Hg)
							
ppmv
x
18 g/mole
= Parts per Million by Weight
			
MW*
ppmv
			

x

*MW = Molecular weight of sample gas

Figure D2: Dew Point and Frost Point vs
Water Vapor
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4.76 x 10–2 lbs/MMscf
ppmv

=
lbs/MMscf
(at 15.6°C [60°F], 760 mm Hg)

MAINTENANCE

Features of the Model 5812 Moisture Analyzer
General
The 5812 version of the 5800 Moisture Analyzer is the same as described in
this manual with the following exceptions:
1. If sample gas is used as the reference, the reference must flow through
an external contaminant trap and external dryer in addition to the
filter (refer to Figure 1). There is no internal dryer.
2. A 50 ppm (nominal) moisture generator is used for cell calibration.
3. Asymmetric Timing Cycle: The 5812 default measurement timing
periods are assymetric, 30 seconds for sample and 570 seconds for
reference. This minimizes the detrimental effect on the analyzer cell
of particulate and other contaminants in the sample gas. The delta
frequency and resulting moisture concentration values are updated
approximately once every 10 minutes.



The 5812 is also available with standard measurement timing periods,
30 seconds for sample and 30 seconds for reference.

NOTE
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Figure E-1: Model 5812 Flow Diagram
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Maintenance
The following maintenance procedures should be performed annually or
upon process upset.

Dryer (External) Molecular Sieve Replacement
1. Shut off sample and reference gas flows at sources.
2. Unscrew the two ferrule nuts and disconnect the two sample lines
from the dryer. Remove the dryer from its mount.
3. Remove the fill plug and the filter and empty the contents of the
dryer.
4. Flush the inside of the dryer thoroughly with distilled or de-ionized
water. Flush with methanol or isopropyl alcohol. Allow to dry completely.
5. Fill the dryer with new, dry, molecular sieve.
6. Install the fill plug and filter. Mount and secure the dryer in the
proper position. Reinstall sample lines.

Contaminant Trap (5812) Charcoal Replacement
1. Shut off sample and reference gas flows at sources.
2. Unscrew the two ferrule nuts and disconnect the two sample lines
from the trap. Remove the trap from its mount.
3. Remove the fill plug and the filter and empty the contents of the trap.
4. Flush the inside of the trap thoroughly with distilled or de-ionized
water. Flush with methanol or isopropyl alcohol. Allow to dry completely.
5. Fill the trap with new, dry, charcoal.
6. Install the fill plug and filter. Mount and secure the trap in the proper
position. Reinstall sample lines.
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Moisture Generator (5812) Fluid Replenishment

!

CAUTION

Use de-ionized or distilled water only for refilling moisture generator.

1. Shut off system power.
2. Remove analyzer and cell oven covers to gain access to the moisture
generator. Remove filler cap from the center of the generator lid.
3. Place a length of plastic tubing on the end of a syringe. Lay the tube
end down to the center of the outside of the generator and mark the
tube where it aligns with the top of the generator.
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CONFIGURATION:

Configuring for Moisture Output in Dew Point (Frost Point)
Moisture (Held) concentrations in parts per million volume (ppmv) can
be converted to dew point. Since the dew point is directly related to the
vapor pressure of the water in a gas, the pressure (absolute psia) of the gas
must be considered in the calculation.
The following procedure is used to configure the analyzer’s display,
pressure input, outputs for both alarms and analog(s) from ppmv to Dew
point.
Refer to Manual pages and Menu Map as directed in the following configuration steps.
STEP 1.
Flags 2, refer to page 4-10
Bit Value

Function

1		

Enable dew point calculation

2		

Enable vapor pressure calculation

4		

Use boxcar averaging

8		
Use bar(rather than psi) absolute for all pressure 		
			units
16		

Enable coefficient D adjustment in zero cycle

32		Future use
64		

Enable Dew point calculation in degrees F

Flags 2 configuration Sample: = 69 (1+4+64)
Where:
1=Enable dew point calculations
4=Use boxcar averaging
64=Calculate Dew point temperature in degrees Fahrenheit.
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The analyzer will display dew point in Celsius, if Flags2 is set to = 5

NOTE

STEP 2.
Alter Moisture Label (refer to page 4-9) to change the display line format
as follows:
		

from: ~~~~ ppm Vol H20

		

to: ~~~~~ Dew PT Temp C

Alter Display Flag (refer to page 4-3) set line 1 to Held Moisture, 		
Flag =1



The conversion to Dew point calculations are not used in the displays
or calculations for the Moisture generator and Zero operations.

NOTE

STEP 3.
PRESSURE CONSTANTS (refer to page 4-2)
Verify that JP3 which is located on the backplane printed circuit board
(top center) in the electronics compartment, that the jumper is configured for “INPUT”. 			


NOTE

Set NORMAL_PRESS = 0
The absolute pressure value of the sample gas must be entered, a Manual
or Automatic method is provided, also a optional engineering unit Bar
rather than Psia can be selected. To enable from Psia to Bar (refer to page
4-10 Flags2 Bit 8).
Automatic: A live absolute pressure value signal (max. 10vdc, refer to page
2-3 rear panel connections) is determined by the specific pressure transmitter, where the transmitter’s minimum output is not zero.
example: Pressure transmitter Range = 0-30psia
					 Output = 1-5vdc
Calculated

Pressure_Span = 7.5 30 psia (30/ 4vdc = 7.5)

Values

Pressure_Offset = - 7.5 0 psia (7.5x1vdc (-) -7.5)
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Manual: Pressure_Span and Offset values must be entered either thru the
serial communication port or the Keypad for the operating pressure.
			Pressure_Span = 0
			Pressure_Offset = XX.XX
			

XX.XX = absolute pressur

STEP 4.
ANALOG RANGE
Analog ranges (refer to page 3-7) must be configured for Range in Temperature units (Celsius or Fahrenheit).
STEP 5.
ALARM RANGE (refer to page 3-6) must be configured for Range in Temperature units (Celsius or Fahrenheit).
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Display
Analog
Timing
Serial

Refer to flag lists at right for input values for menu items in bold type.

Cell Temperature (C)
Cell Frequency (Hz)
Delta Frequency (Hz)

None
Held Moisture During Equil and Cal
Flow Rate (mL/min)
Live Moisture During Equil and Cal
Cell Pressure (psia or bar)

Analog (Output 1 & 2)
Alarms (1 & 2)
Display Lines (1,2, & 3)

1
2
4
8
16

Flags 2

1
2
4
8
16
32
64
128

Information contained on this sheet subject to revision.

PN 580090001 Rev. C

Enable Dew Point Calculation
Enable Vapor Pressure Calculation
Use Enhanced Noise Smoothing (Boxcar Avg)
Use bar (rather than psi) absolute for pressure
NO CD Adjustment in Auto-Zero Cycle

Enable Auto-Range for Analog Output 1
Use Range/Cal Alert for "data valid" signal
Use High/Cal Alert for "data valid" signal
Make Contacts Normally Open
NO Span Adjustment During Auto-Cal Cycle
Make Outputs Track During Auto-Cal/Auto-Zero
Display Negative Moisture Value as Zero
Use Non-Verbose Display Mode on Line 4

Alarm/Valve Relay Status
Period and Cal Timers
Output Range (Channel 1)
Zero Timers

Flags 1

14
15
16
17

Display Line Only Flags

11
12
13

0
1
6
9
10

Flags:

5800 Moisture Analyzer

Test Display
Test Analog Out 1
Test Analog Out 2
Test Analog Inpts
Test Alarm Relays
Test Valve Relays
Test Watchdog
Test Serial Port
Test RAM

Output_1_Low
Output_1_Hi
Output_2
Offset_1_Low
Offset_1_Hi
Offset_2

PolyCoef
Labels
Constants
Flags2
LVL2 Conf
Timers
Default Memory

Level 3 Security

See Reverse Side for Configure Menu Maps

Constants
Alarms
Passwords
Moist_Gen
Flags1 Noise

Level 2 Security

Test
Config

Range Select Out1
View Range Limits
Alter Range Limits

Analog
Range
View Configuration
Set Time of Day
Set Date
Set Auto Cal Time
Set AutoZero Time
System Tests Menu
Configure Menu

View Alarm Levels
Alter Alarm Levels

Start Auto Cal
Start Auto Zero
Flow Moisture Gen (Semi-auto Cal)
Flow Dry Sample (Semi-auto Zero)

Alarm

Calib

Alarm_1_Hi
Alarm_2_Hi
Alarm_1_Low
Alarm_2_Low
Max_Cal_Err
Max_Zer_Err
Max_Span
Max_Zero
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Display
Analog
Timing
Serial
Noise

Switch to Level 2
Configure Menu

Temp_Set_Pt
Propor_Band
Temp_Reset
Convr_Factor
Moist_Span

PolyCoeff_0
PolyCoeff_1
PolyCoeff_2
PolyCoeff_3
PolyCoeff_D
PolyCoeff_E

Enter New Value

Enter New Value

Flow_Noise

Maint_Pswrd (Level 2)
Confg_Pswrd (Level 3)

Prg_Ref_Tmr
Prg_Meas_Tmr
Prg_Flow_Tmr

Enter New Value

Alter Press Label
Alter Temp Label
Alter Flow Label
Alter Current Label

Alter Moist Label

AutoCalCycle
AutoZeroCycle
Cal_Timer
Zero_Timer
Cal_Cycles
Zero_Cycles
Equil_Cycles
Avg_Cycles
Vent_Timer

Output1_Flag
Output2_Flag

Line_1_Flag
Line_2_Flag
Line_3_Flag

5800 Moisture Analyzer

Level 3
Configure Menu

ENTER = ERASE Memory
CANCEL = Do Not Erase

PolyCoef
Labels
Constants
Flags2
LVL2 Conf
Timers
Default Memory

RS485_Baud
RS485_Address

Temp_Noise

Freq_Noise
Press_Noise

Level 2
Configure Menu

Constants
Alarms
Passwords
Moist_Gen
Flags1

Alarm_1_Flag
Alarm_2_Flag

Press_Span
Press_Offset
Normal_Press
Temp_Span
Temp_Offset
Flow_Span
Flow_Offset
Dry_CF
Cell_SN
MoistGen_SN
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